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The Covid-19 crisis and the designed interventions we have catalogued in
this book appear to prove definitively that design does care. We have
documented this as it evolved every day from the 1st of January 2020 to 31st
May 2020 inclusive. As the cover and back cover, influenced by the work of
Sean Clarke, Antonio Voce, Pablo Gutierrez and Frank Hulley-Jones at The
Guardian’s 100 days project, illustrate, we look at all of this care and caring
from the point of view of design and, by the sheer volume of design
interventions we have documented, illustrate that design is good in a crisis.
What the Covid-19 pandemic has illustrated is that for the first time in
modern history capital was totally irrelevant. Money could not save your life.
Only design could. Rapidly designed masks, shelters, hospitals, instructional
posters, infographics, dashboards, respirators, sanitisers, virtual and local
communities emerged to save us. From January 2020, design became king.
The Covid-19 global pandemic presented an ontological reality; design is
more than margins or profit. In fact, design became extremely valuable when
it stopped concentrating on those things and started to care about peoples’
lives. This brief episode in history is repositioning the status of design and
reconfiguring its signifier from consumption to care.
In a recent interview for Design Emergency - a project that explores design’s
role and impact on the COVID-19 crisis and its aftermath - Alice Rawsthorn
interviewed Dries Verbruggen, co-founder of Creatives tegen Corona
(Creatives against Corona), “a collaborative network in Antwerp, started in
response to the urgent need for personal protective equipment by Belgian
health and social care workers in the Covid-19 crisis…” (Rawsthorn, 2020).
Creatives tegen Corona used volunteers and created a not-for-profit
company to deal with the situation by creating garments with donations,
collaborated with a multiplicity of experts, and made their designs open-
access. No money. No profit. No margins. Only caring for others. This is an
example of how design excels and illustrates what design can be. If the inter-
period between world wars repositioned economics from the margins to
centre-stage, this crisis, which is not an economic crisis, but a design crisis,
could reposition design from the margins to centre-stage.
However, this should not come as a surprise. Design’s turn from the overtly
commercial to a wider social agenda is not new. Design has long despised its
profitmaking and wasteful nature articulated by key figures such as Victor
Papanek (Papanek, 1985), Ken Garland (Garland et al, 1964) and, more
recently, by Anthony Dunne and Fiona Raby (Dunne, 2005) who argue for
design that makes us think instead of making us buy. Design researcher Matt
Malpass presents a multitude of design practices in the emancipatory-social-
science spectrum such as Associative Design, Co-design, Transition Design,
the aforementioned Speculative and Critical Design, Design Fiction, Design
Activism, Socially Responsible Design, Participatory Design, Meta-Design,
Transformation Design, Conceptual Design, Post-industrial Design, Social
Design, Open Design, Design as Politics, or Sustainable Design (Malpass,
2017: 9).
In his critical paper, “On Design and Disillusion”, Silvio Lorusso highlights the
recent rise in labels like “social design”, “critical design”, and “speculative
design”and how each of these iterations contributes to a spectacle of design
super-heroes versus societal problems - packaged in events like the Dutch
What Design Can Do, a platform created to “…demonstrate the power of
design; to show that it can do more than make things pretty. To call on
designers to stand up, take responsibility and consider the beneficial
contribution that designers can make to society.” (Lorusso, 2019: 110).
Whilst there is mileage in Lorusso’s argument that design loves a challenge
such as the “refugee challenge” or the “climate change challenge” where
design positions itself as “…the ultimate problem-solving discipline”,
superior to governments or NGOs…” where “…global tragedies become
design opportunities”, there can be no doubt that the 500+ projects
documented in this book are legitimately aiming to make things better for
people.
We also consider this book to be one more of the 500+ projects we have
assembled. It is a design response to the Coronavirus pandemic because we
could see the need to collect all this material and assemble it as a durable
record for all time because “…we need to learn to live in a world that is
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interconnected not only ethereally or ideally, through communication
technologies, but also materially, via direct embodied contact. In short, we
must learn to live in a reality that may, at any moment, go viral.” (Marder,
2020).
In this context, Bruce Archer went some way in 1978 to proposing design as
a third culture of thinking. This approach was deepened by Nigel Cross in his
seminal paper Designerly Ways of Knowing. Building on Archer’s work at the
Royal College of Art, he describes this third culture as: “…the collected
experience of the material culture, and the collected body of experience, skill
and understanding embodied in the arts of planning, inventing, making and
doing.” (Cross, 1982: 221). This is exactly what we have done in this book.
While leaderships were floundering, design (together with volunteers and
the general public) was at the forefront of stepping in and sorting out many
of the most significant problems during the Covid-19 crisis. Very obviously,
planning, preparedness, readiness, and appropriateness, which are
fundamental characteristics of design, were found wanting when many
country’s carefully-constructed and trialled global pandemic plans were put
into action. As Lydia H. Liu asks: “…how do we end up in a state of
unpreparedness in the midst of advanced preparedness?" (Liu, 2020) One
answer presented endlessly by a critical media was that the Capital Project’s
search for maximum profit appeared to have undermined many countries’
public health system’s crisis capacity. The voids in pandemic plans enabled a
space for potential interventions and, since there was nothing in place,
design stepped up and stepped up very visibly. This book maps this response
to build preparedness and to build a case for just how important to
governance design and care are. From the massive number of cases
assembled in this book, governments should have no choice but to
recognise design’s capabilities and integrate designers into an expanding
concept of lasting care.
Every project in this book attempts to fill the shameful gaps left by the
Capital Project when it extracted preparedness from the balance sheets of
the world’s healthcare systems. In what was beginning to look like an
unthinkable-world, these design projects care for people who clearly had
both thinkable and previously unthinkable needs. As Joan W. Scott (2020)
describes “The pandemic has exposed yet another of the fault-lines of our
moment: the difficulty of imagining ourselves beyond the current worlds in
which we live.” (Scott, 2020) The ability to imagine possible futures or future
possibilities or what-might-become is the historic territory of design, the
designer, and the act of designing. Or at least it used to be. But as Franco‘Bifo’
Berardi maintains we were already living through the ‘slow cancellation’ of
the future where what-might-become is morphing into what-might-not
become (Berardi, 2011).
This temporal contest – present versus future – is also a mental space
occupied by administrations as Mike Davis points out: “On the same day that
the president was bragging of the United States’ unmatched scientific and
technological superiority,” the New York Times was devoting a page to “How
to Sew a Mask at Home.” (Davis, 2020b) Again, Joan W. Scott broadens this
temporal contest when she compares past and future: “Sometime in the
twentieth century, we lost our belief in the redemptive power of history and
so in the guarantee of a better future.” Again, this resonates strongly in the
world of design where many seem to ignore or are ignorant of historical
accounts of design[ing] and fall into the trap of reinventing the wheel. By
compiling this impressive and comprehensive response to Covid-19, we
partly redeem some of design’s temporal confusion – seeing no future in the
past, locked in an imitative loop in the present while imagining it is designing
the future. A response of this magnitude, showing what design can do, also
partly redeems design’s unwillingness to take responsibility for what design
does. And prior to design’s response to the Covid-19 crisis the state of design
might best have been described as being trapped in a number of paradoxes
– sustaining the unsustainable, disciplining the undisciplined, reconciling
future visions with harsh realities, and others (Rodgers et al, 2017). In the case
of the coronavirus pandemic, the context is paradoxical (combating an
invisible enemy) and we have had to make many undesirable choices (e.g.
lock down or die!). But dilemmas are what design confronts constantly in
practice. For instance, the contradiction of designing a tracking system to
help, but which implies invading somebody's privacy.
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The Covid-19 design responses acknowledge our material and energy flows
and environmental impact and contests the legitimisation of power – to
respond is to be responsible and many governments are being criticised for
their irresponsible response. As we have said, and as the 500+ interventions
in this book show, design has proved that in a crisis it cares.
It is possible that all of this, both the known and the unknown, must have
been chronicled in non-stop media coverage. But like the contents of this
book some of this can be analysed. The website “Coronavirus Readings” (URL
is in the references) allows users to “…browse and search a wide range of
analysis and commentary relevant to COVID-19 - across text, video and audio
in multiple languages”. At the time of writing there were over 12,500
contributions. Half were produced in English and the rest in seven other
languages. Journalism makes up 90% of the database. It already lists two
books (to the best of our knowledge there are already 5 books). The topic
‘future’makes up only 3.5% of the readings, which doesn’t seem to align with
the vast amount of journalism competing to predict the effect of the
pandemic as the long-awaited opportunity to think and do everything anew
– what is dubbed the new normal. This output aligns with our research, were
most of the work included was discovered by searching the specialist
blogsphere coverage of the event. Their agility and connectivity provided an
in-the-moment space for enquiry. In contrast to the relentless media
speculation competing to project both evermore worse or forever better
future scenarios, this book functions as a ‘history’ – a history of the design
reaction to Covid-19.
This book is organised in a pure chronological order as a history of design
interventions. We have listed everything chronologically – day-by-day from
1st of January 2020 to 31st May 2020 inclusive. This temporal span, based in
the UK, encompasses the outbreak of the virus, the lockdown period, and the
reopening. Accounting for 500+ design interventions in total. These
interventions are a record of places, dates, embodiments and strategies by
which to extract knowledge. The proposed chronological structure operated
as a type of index system that we have operationalised by articulating several
graphic organisational frameworks enables projects to be cross-referenced
and compared. By using chronology to frame the assembly of this book we
uncover evolutive traces. For instance, posters are first instructional, then
emotional, and then they become political. In terms of Personal Protective
Equipment (PPE), we observed transparent masks becoming simplified over
time. The first models were complex and 3D-printed. The latest models are a
sheet of plastic with 2 holes and a band, thereby removing the need for 3D
printers, and enhancing production and sustainability in the process.
Furthermore, we have discovered how at the beginning of this crisis, due to
a shortage of products, it was a combination of professionals, individuals,
groups and communities that stepped forward to fill the gaps left by errant
public policy, planning and preparedness. We witnessed that once the
systems of production adapted and started to produce/import those goods,
the civil production of initiatives/goods decreased in cycles in different
countries. We also discovered that this was true for the West. In the East,
everything was produced by the state.
Slavoj Žižek (2014) would classify the virus as: “…an event at its purest and
minimal: something shocking that happens all of a sudden and interrupts
the usual flow of things; something that appears out of nowhere, without
discernible causes, and whose ontological status is unclear – an appearance
without solid being as its foundation”. As a“history of…”, an assembly of what
design did between 1st January and 31st May 2020, this book does what Žižek
defines as to de-eventalize the event. That is, to explain it as an occurrence
that fits the coordinates of our normal reality. Because this is what this book
is - an ontology of design. It aims to understand what has happened. This
typology will complement traditional epistemological models focusing on
how we did it.
One gets a slightly different picture when Mike Davis, who painted the
complete picture of global pandemics in his 2005 book, “The Monster at the
Door”, launches yet another of his denunciations of the global disbelief with
a line: “So Corona walks through the front door as a familiar monster.” As an
organising system, chronology allows us to transverse the familiar and the
unexpected dimensions of the pandemic event. A design ‘history of…’ the
pandemic is also reliant on the history of design, which helps comprehend
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some of the darker aspects of pandemic behaviour. Under the murky banner
of Black Design, the radical designers in Italy in the 1970s prefigured design’s
entanglement with unthinkable events with designs for death and dying
(Mendini, 1983). In the hands of the radical designers, Black Design was a
critique of the barbarism of mass-consumption. In contrast one unthinkable
event resulting from the pandemic was a scoring card system released to
determine who should live and who should die. Even the thought of this
calculation is a type of design; a black design that defies every notion of care
illustrated here.
Now we know that things can be otherwise. In this book, the interesting
thing is that we have been able to build arguments. For example, we are
finding that biological tests are the best solution (they range from kits to
dogs sniffing – a kind of interspecies design), and that tracing apps are
dangerous and irrelevant. What is fascinating is that all the technologists
who wanted to save the world have totally disappeared. Where are they?
Sending boxes of useless stuff all over the planet or sending rockets to Mars
while sending governments a fraction of their taxes?
In line with what Joan W. Scott describes (citing Foucault) as the relationship
between critical thinking and protest as insubordination – “…not like that,
not for that, not by them…”. Of the 500+ design cases that we have collected
and present in this book, many of these are forms of protest. Here, the
designed interventions are often designed, manufactured, and distributed
by small groups of design activists and/or by individuals who have
responded in the face of almost total neglect from our political leaders.
The contents of this book cover the outbreak, lockdown, and the beginning
of the reopening in the UK. In between, the book functions as a history of
pandemic crisis design interventions. As such it is a“research-in-the-moment
project” where we illustrate our thoughts and insights in tables, charts and
diagrams. We have accepted all design interventions as valid and gave them
the same role and status by presenting each of them on a single page. No
curation. No selection. No position. The task of critical analysis must follow –
perhaps by us, certainly by others. At this stage of the Coronavirus pandemic,
where this book is an integral project of response/protest, any attempt to
designate or distinguish or select projects will promote a notion of a “good
design” and by default demote the rest. This is a typical approach applied by
the museum sector concerned with the classification of types. Already some
of the projects collected here are finding their way into the time capsules of
museums via projects like Pandemic Objects at the V&A, London. In contrast
to these archival practices, the rapid spread of the pandemic around the
globe mirrors the fluid global information flows. Only when the viral
chronicling ends will critical analysis of design’s response to the coronavirus
be applicable. Only then will we be able “…to think about these social ills,
and so, about what might constitute a cure for them that the pandemic has
so glaringly exposed.” (Scott, 2020).
The 500+ design projects we have collected have been formatted
chronologically into a range of highly informative tables, charts, timelines
and images including the following:
• Chronological development, frequencies of interventions and type.
• Categorical analysis, type and impact
• Relational developments among categories, embodiments and enablers
• Relationships among typologies, phases (outbreak, lockdown and
reopening) and time
• Geographical developments and typologies
• Weighted hierarchical analysis of interventions and places
• Flow developments
• Product/ service/ system/ environment typologies evolution
• Development rationale and dynamics
• Aims/ needs/ worries/ concerns/ challenges
As Fred Block acknowledges “This is not the last pandemic we will face”
(Block, 2020). In the likely event of a second wave, and/or other pandemic or
emergency events, these insights lead a case to build preparedness for such
circumstances. This framework identifies key categories/ needs/ worries/
concerns and challenges. It also highlights the important roles that design,
designing, and designers might play.
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Before the projects catalogued in this book, design was certainly paradoxical
(Rodgers et al, 2017) and this is the context from which design designed its
way through the Covid-19 crisis. Despite this successful exit by design from a
list of binding paradoxes, new dilemmas are now emerging. As a result of all
the design projects assembled here, design must now make some
challenging choices. Will it go back to being the handmaiden of Capital or
abandon Capital to build on what it has achieved? For example, care and
community, while aiming for even bigger targets such as inequality and the
climate emergency, etc. That is, a new human condition? And the paradoxes
inevitably also become dilemmas - after the crisis, which way will design go?
If design chooses the hard route - the unknown knowns (Rodgers and
Bremner, 2019; Zizek, 2006) - then what do the projects in this book indicate
about how to design?
In the midst of the quarantine in Italy, Franco ‘Bifo’ Berardi wrote: "Use value,
long expelled from the field of the economics, is back, and the useful is now
king." The 500+ design projects here add up to a history of the Covid -19 crisis
and we expect much of what is illustrated will disappear - so more than likely,
as a document, this book will be extremely useful forever.
Paul A. Rodgers, Craig Bremner, and Fernando Galdon
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Given the very peculiar coronavirus lockdown circumstances to assemble
this book we simply collected everything as a type of diary entry form of
data collection. We saw it as the best possible method to gather the
collected experience of the material culture, body of experience, skill and
understanding embodied in the arts of planning, inventing, making and
doing related to the event. Also, the infinite array of digital tools enabled us
to collect the interventions from our desks. In this context, photos, videos
and text were collected using a variety of online apps and tools that
allowed us to collect the design interventions dealing with an unexpected
event. Here we are not investigating how people changed over time, but
how practice, in this case design, adapted through time and circumstances
to address readiness, appropriateness and preparedness.
In this book we are using what could be characterized as an elicitation
perspective. It consists of capturing media as soon as the phenomenon
occurs to record examples of pandemic design as soon as they were found
in the digital landscape.
In order to frame the intended outcome, a progressive and systematic
integrative review has been conducted. It was decided to use this approach
to insert flexibility into the cataloguing of the event. The search criteria
were articulated based on their relevance to the subject. Design blogs, and
specialist websites were searched daily. These online sources articulated the
views of relevant and amateur practitioners. We also included reports from
news platforms to complement and expand data collection to insert a
broader and more inclusive and representative perspective. The criterion for
inclusion was the relevance to the practice of design.
The selection was conditioned by our searches; therefore, it was arbitrary.
The cases collected in this book represent a sample data of the event. The
date represented in the cases is an estimation. Online tools such as scraping
data tools were used to determine the date of publication. However, as the
tool in itself claims, is just an estimation. In cases where we could not
determine the data, we used the day it was encountered. We were not
interested in documenting what happened with exactitude. This work
belongs to sociologists and anthropologist. Rather, we were interested in
documenting a sample of data to extract high patterns of knowledge to
build ‘knowledge for future actions’ (Glanville, 2015). The table below is an
example table of the information we collected from each case;
DATA ANALYSIS
As design researchers we are concerned with extracting and identifying
patterns of activity emerging from the collected experience of the material
culture, and the collected body of experience, skill and understanding
embodied in the arts of planning, inventing, making and doing in the
artificial world, to infer knowledge for future actions in the context of
appropriateness.
We have documented this event as it evolved every day from the 1st of
January 2020 to 31st May 2020 and we selected the cases in this book from
the point of view of design. This temporal span encompasses; the outbreak;
the lockdown and the reopening. Accounting for 500+ interventions in
total. These interventions are a record of places, dates, embodiments and
strategies and the proposed chronological structure operated as a type of
index system, which we have operationalised by articulating several graphic
organisational frameworks enabling projects to be cross-referenced and
compared. We have accepted all design interventions as valid and gave
them the same role and status by representing each of them in a single
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Title COVID-19 Coronavirus Map: Global Outbreak Dashboard




days, reported, outbreak, rate, global, countries, average, coronavirus, map, deaths,
cases, tracking
Descrip�on The virus has infected more than 2,843,000 people in at least 177 countries.
Country USA
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page. No curation. No selection. No position. Just recording.
The classification of the interventions into categories emerged in the
process of collecting. There was no preliminary hypothesis as nobody was
expecting this event to happen. Furthermore, there was no reference in the
field of design research in how to conduct or catalogue pandemic design.
The classification of cases into categories and subcategories presented
challenges. What is the ontological nature of a mobile test unit? Is it a
product, a service, a tester, a system, a shelter, or an action? This kind of
complexity led to a dynamic categorization of prospective initiative. The
classification process was executed in the moment, therefore was
influenced by contextual elements and personal interpretations and
judgements. This aspect may provide variability in the assessment.
However, as stated earlier, we are not so much concerned with exactitude,
but recollection to underpin emerging patterns for future actions. Different
variables were assigned to each case as they were collected.
Once we classified the cases and organised them into subsets, we could
implement categorical analysis to underpin evolutive traces in specific
categories or subcategories. Then, we colour coded the different variables
in the subset to understand its evolution. This process enables preliminary
understanding to generalize data patterns.
The example represented below illustrates how we operated the actions
category. We colour coded the four subcategories and we could then trace
dominant subcategories in longitudinal trajectories. We could observe how
portals dominated the first part of the event, and hackathons the upper
middle part of the spectrum. Specifications emerged in the latest part of
the longitudinal spectrum. Competitions, are more or less evenly
distributed, and are placed in the lower middle part, by dominant
displacement.
From this point we were able to organise graphic material in a
chronological way to further analyse its evolution. By using chronology to
frame the assembly of this book we uncovered evolutive traces; for
instance, posters are first instructional, then emotional, and then they
became political. In terms of Personal Protective Equipment (PPE), we
observed transparent masks becoming simplified over time. The
first models were complex and 3D printed. The latest models are a sheet of
plastic with 2 holes and a band, thereby removing the need for 3D printers,
and enhancing production and sustainability in the process. Furthermore,
we have discovered how at the beginning of this crisis, due to a shortage of
products, it was a combination of professionals, individuals, groups and
communities that stepped forward to fill the gaps left by errant public
policy, planning and preparedness. We witnessed that once the systems of
production adapted and started to produce/import those goods, the civil
production of initiatives/goods decreased in cycles in different countries.
This process presents a design-led alternative to pure statistical and
mathematical models.
FRAMEWORK
In design research we trade some degree of accuracy in order to access
areas that are yet-to-be or not-fully-formed. Therefore, our output is
probabilistic, and research is always preliminary in its nature (Galdon, 2019).
Moreover, in exchange we provide guiding knowledge for prospective
developments – as Glanville proposed, ’knowledge for’ future action and
possibilities rather than ‘knowledge of' past actions and events (Glanville,
2005). Design research is directional and transformational at its core. In this
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context, we are more concerned with how things "ought to be’"(Simon,
1995, pp.111-167) instead of how things actually are. Consequently, output
is based on potentialities, not certainties. In the same way, history is not
about facts, but rather about approximations which are updated as new
information emerges. In this context, as the life of the intervention is placed
into the future, the time required to assess the impact of the design is
extended during its lifetime. Validation is always a posteriori, and the
proposed output becomes the main element to be assessed. In this context
transferability becomes crucial.
Transferability is defined as “The ability to apply the results of research in
one context to another similar context. Also, the extent to which a study
invites readers to make connections between elements of the study and
their own experiences” ((Barnes et al., 2020). The framework presented in
this book is potentially transferable to other pandemic events. This aspect is
very relevant since the rate at which novel viruses are emerging means
other pandemics and emergency events will occur. It is clear the world will
need to build preparedness for such circumstances. However, in this book
we illustrate the ingenuity practicality and willingness of designers also
generated a range of dilemmas and paradoxes to consider. Therefore, this
framework identifies key categories and needs/, but also, worries, concerns
and challenges.
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spreadof thisvirus, Ioffer this livestream.Thepurpose isnotto instil fearorpanic,nor is it to












































informationofCOVID-19," saidDanHiggins,amedical illustratorat theCDC.
Releasedtothepublicon31January–thedayafter theWorldHealthOrganisationdeclaredaglobal


































Chinafinishedbuildinganemergencyhospital setupspecifically totackletheWuhancoronavirus. It
onlytook10days.
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GLOBAL TREND
Last update:2020-05-3023:06:35PST Clickaplace to review local trend.









linear option toggleon/offthe curve or scrollonthe curves to changethe date range
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creepy–solutionfor thisspecificdilemma.She’scomeupwiththe ideafor respiratormaskswhich
arecompatiblewithasmartphone’sFace ID.Simplyput,hersoftwarecreatesacustomprintofan
individual’s faceandputs itonamask.OnSaturday,Danielle tweeted:‘Madethisservicethatprints











Keyfeaturesof thisdesign include:Separate inletandoutletvalvesprolongthe lifespanof the intake
filter. (humidityofexhaledbreathalwaysshortenthefilter life).Nomore"masksqueeze"symptoms
likeyouget fromahardshellmasks (foamylinermayjusthelpabit).Bydesigntheflexiblemaskwill










virusthatcausesCOVID-19.This list isnotallpossiblesymptoms.Pleasecallyourmedicalprovider for
anyothersymptomsthataresevereorconcerningtoyou.











tocollect the latestfigures.Thedatascreening is followedbyECDC’sstandardepidemic intelligence

















COVID-19 > ? @ A B> C
Globaloverview Country comparison Subnational levelof transmission Enhancedsurveillancedata Notesonthe data
Disclaimer:National updates are publishedat differenttimesand indifferenttimezones.This,and thetimeECDC needs toprocess thesedata, may lead todiscrepancies between thenational numbersand thenumberspublishedbyECDC.


































Country G Cases Deaths
Attack
rate
UnitedStates OfAmerica 1,770… 103,7… 538.00
Brazil 498,… 28,834 236.17
Russian Federation 396,… 4,555 271.86
UnitedKingdom 272,… 38,376 409.36
Spain 239,… 27,125 509.68
Italy 232,… 33,340 385.46
India 182,1… 5,164 13.33
Germany 181,… 8,500 218.60
Turkey 163,1… 4,515 198.90
Peru 155,… 4,371 478.83
France 151,… 28,771 226.07
Islamic RepublicOf Iran 148,… 7,734 179.64
Chile 94,858 997 500.52
Canada 90,179 7,073 241.05
Mexico 87,512 9,779 68.60
China,HongKongSAR & MacauSAR 84,128 4,638 5.87
Saudi Arabia 83,384 480 243.33
Pakistan 69,496 1,483 32.09
Belgium 58,186 9,453 507.93
Qatar 55,262 36 1,951.29
E
Numberof cases/deaths Attack rate
Distribution of numberof reportsof confirmedcases/deaths









Distribution of numberof confirmedcasesbyEU/EEA&UKregion







































































































































































































































































































































































































































































COVID-19 threatens to become one of the most difficult tests faced by humanity in modern history. As the
pandemic has spread it has taken lives, stirred anxiety and political drama, overwhelmed health systems,
and triggered potentially lasting geopolitical change. The International Monetary Fund says the global
economy now faces its worst downturn since the Great Depression, and Oxfam Internationalhas warned







Sun, May 31, 2020,11:00AM
ChristianScience Monitor
初创企业与⼤型企业在危机中合作的3种策略
Sun, May 31, 2020,3:46AM
China Europe InternationalBusiness School (CEIBS)
Will COVID-19 renew or diminish trust in science?
Sun, May 31, 2020,1:00AM
VoxEU
The COVID-19pandemic is causing a crisis in the UK universities
Sun, May 31, 2020,1:00AM
VoxEU
Read more




assistanceof thepopulationpotentiallyaffectedbythe infection, thestrengtheningofcontrols in
airportandportareas, incontinuitywiththeurgentmeasuresalreadyadoptedbytheMinistryof



















































One tap to pause
vibrations








“TheC.D.C. still saysomething like‘avoid' touchingyoureyes,noseandmouth,”saidDr.WilliamP.
Sawyer,a familyphysician inSharonville,Ohio,andcreatorofHenrytheHand.com,whichpromotes
handandfacehygiene.“Theadviceshouldbe‘absolutelydonottouchthem!’Ifyounever touch
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Region Territories Cases Deaths Recovered Severe Tested Active
1 ASIA China





7 Cruize ship DiamondPrincess
8 EUROPE Spain
9 ASIA Japan

































43 S. AMERICA Brazil
44 ASIA Oman
45 ASIA Palestine, State of




Cases, deaths, recovered,severe and active cases (102 territories in theworld)
Search in table
80,695 3,097 57,065 5,264 20,533
7,313 50 130 49 188,518 7,133
6,566 194 2,134 0 0 4,238
5,883 233 589 5,061
949 16 12 9 921
847 0 16 2 831
696 7 242 34 4,089 447
609 17 30 11 9 562
461 6 76 28 8,029 379
448 19 8 7 421
281 1 3 4,000 277
265 3 0 0 262
209 2 8 0 199
200 0 1 1,707 199
161 0 1 0 0 160
158 0 0 158
150 0 90 1,364 60
113 3 58 5 2,249 52
99 0 24 75
99 0 2 1 4,308 97
79 3 22 7,214 54
66 0 0 66
64 0 0 0 0 64
62 0 4 58
60 0 8 4,146 52
54 4 0 50
50 0 0 0 50
48 0 1 47
47 1 31 0 15
45 1 12 0 32
45 0 7 0 38
39 0 3 36
29 0 16 0 13
28 0 1 0 27
28 0 0 0 787 28
26 1 0 57 25
25 0 0 0 0 25
23 0 0 0 649 23
23 0 1 0 600 22
21 0 0 0 0 21
19 0 0 0 0 19
19 0 0 0 397 19
19 0 0 0 0 19
16 0 0 0 0 16
16 0 0 0 0 16
14 0 0 0 0 14
14 0 2 0 0 12












[COVID2019.app]Cases,deaths, recovered,severeandactivecases (102territories intheworld)
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10 things you can do to manage
your COVID-19 symptoms at home
Accessible Version: https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/if-you-are-sick/steps-when-sick.html
If youhavepossibleor confirmedCOVID-19:
























6. Cover your cough and
sneezes.






























































































CE RC in an Infectious Disease Outbreak
1. Be First: Quickly sharinginformationabouta
disease outbreakcan help stop the spread of disease,
and prevent and reduce illness and even death.
People often remember the first informationthey hear
in an emergency, so the first informationthey receive
should come fromhealth experts.
• Even if the cause of the outbreak or specific
disease is unknown,share facts that are available.
This can help you stay ahead of possible rumors.
• Share informationabout the signs and symptoms
of disease, who is at risk, treatmentand care
options, and when to seek medical care.
2. Be Right: Accuracy establishescredibility.
Informationshould include what is known, what
is not known, and what is being done to fill in the
informationgaps.
• Public healthmessages and medical guidance
must complement each other.For example, public
health officials should notwidely encourage
people to go to the doctors if doctors are turning
people away and runningout of medicine for
critically ill people.
• Always fact check with subject-matterexperts.
One incorrect message can cause harmful
behaviors andmay result inpeople losing trust in
futuremessages.
3. Be Credible: Honesty,timeliness,and scientific
evidence encourage the public to trustyour
informationand guidance. Acknowledge when
you do not have enough informationto answer a
question and then work with the appropriate experts
to get an answer.
• Do notmake promises about anything that is not
yet certain, such as distributionof vaccines or
medications without confirmed availability.
• Clinicians should be present at press or
communityevents to answer medical questions.
4. Express Empathy: Diseaseoutbreakscan
cause fear and disrupt daily lives. Lesser-known
or emergingdiseases cause moreuncertainty and
anxiety.Acknowledging what people are feeling and
their challenges shows that you are considering their
perspectives when you give recommendations.
• For example, during a telebriefing for the
coronavirus disease 2019response:
“Being quarantinedcan be disruptive, frustrating,
and feel scary. Especially when the reason for
quarantine is exposure to a new disease for which
theremay be limited information.”
5. Promote Action: In an infectiousdisease outbreak,
public understandingof and action on disease
prevention is key to stopping the spread.
• Keep action messages simple, short, and easy to
remember,like “cover your cough.”
• Promote action messages in differentways to
make sure they reach those with disabilities,
limitedEnglish proficiency, and varyingaccess
to information.
6. Show Respect: Respectfulcommunicationis
particularly importantwhen people feel vulnerable.
Respectful communicationpromotes cooperation and
rapport. Actively listen to the issues and solutions
broughtup by local communities and local leadership.
• Acknowledge different cultural beliefs and
practices about diseases, and workwith
communities to adapt behaviors and promote
understanding.
• Do not dismiss fears or concerns. Give people a















































Home About Get Involved Stuff you can do Make it happen Inspiring stories What's goingon?
COMMUNITYACTIONRESPONSE
We've joinedforces with leaders fromdifferent sectors to launch the
CommunityAction Response to encourage everyone to dowhat they
can to support their communities,and particularly vulnerable and
isolated people, during the Covid-19crisis.
TheCommunityAction Response has been created because of the unprecedented
challenge that Covid-19presents for people in every neighbourhood in the UK. Together,
we are calling for everyone to take steps that will help communities cope through the
worst of this virus.
Peter Stewart, Executive Director of Eden Project Communitiessaid:“Neighbourly
support can makea huge difference in a world fraught with challenge. Ourrelationships
with people living nearby are the lifebloodof any healthy community and help us to stay
happy and strong. Imminent difficultiesmay directly impact us and those living closest to
us, but our neighbours, family and friends can help us overcome them. It is more
important than ever that we unite and lookout for each other.Thatʼswhy weʼre joining
forces with our friends and partners to call on everyone in ourwider community to take
positive and direct action to collaborate, support and care for each other in the coming
weeks and months.”
Dawn Austwick, CEO The National Lottery Community Fund said: “As the largest funder
of community activity in the UK,we knowcommunity life and connections can help to
buildbonds of support during difficult times. Being kind,offering support and thinking of
one another makes neighbourhoods and communities stronger together. This is
particularly important for those who are more vulnerable and isolated. At The National
Lottery Community Fund we support communities to thrive, this is why weʼrepledgingour
support for this call to action in the coming weeks andmonths.”
Read the full press release
Let's come together, as safely as possible,to maintain community
strength, and support the people around us:
-Downloadour free poster, and pop it up around your community
-Share our social media graphics, to let others knowthat their
actions matter










































































All Europe USA Latam Asia/Pacific Search Explain?




symptoms,howtoavoidcatchingorspreadingthevirus,whattodoifyoufall ill and informationfor





Mostof the informationpresentedhere isbasedontheNumberofDeaths foreachoutbreak.Wedo
















































Thisappprovidesaconvenientwaytotest thesensitivityofour results toourassumptions.The“reset
values”button inthetoprightallowsyoutoreturntotheoriginalvaluespresented inourpaper.

















onHand HELP SUPPORT US !
To Learn More:
Know someonewho needshelp or needhelp yourself?







“Revolutionising care by connecting andmobilising a unique














or toprovidestopgapservicesnotmetbyourpartners.CommunityVCOVID-19 isaprojectof the




























removePM2.5particles fromtheair. this filtersair throughareplaceablehigh-performance





















































hopefullynotallofus ifweact inunisontodefeat it.Besafe.Besensible.Besensitive.Onein,all in.
Washyourhands.Keepyourdistance,butkeepyourhysteria inchecktoo.Bekindtoeachother.





































We currently have 5 options for our free to use Coronavirus Tracker API global stats, all country stats, country stats, full timeline, country timeline You can
use AJAX to call the Free thevirustracker.com API and will receive data in return. If you are using jQuery, you can use the $.ajax() function in the code and
either code snippet below to get started.
Global Statistics API








Global Statistics API Results (snippet)
The application will provide you with a JSON object that you can parse and apply to your application.
[{"date":"1/22/20","data":[{"countrycode":"US","countrylabel":"USA","showcountrylabelcases":"no","labelpositioncases":"","showcountrylabeldeaths":"","labelpositiondeaths":"","showcountrylabelrecovered":"no","labelpositionrecovered":"","casesoverride":"","deathsoverride":"","recoveredoverride":"","columnsonrightshouldbeemptywhennotinuseifyouenteranumberitwillalwaysshowunlessyoudeleteit":"","emergencycasesoverride":"","emergencydeathsoverride":"","totalcases":"","totaldeaths":"","totalrecovered":""}]
All Country Statistics API









All Country Statistics API Results (snippet)
The application will provide you with a JSON object that you can parse and apply to your application.
{"sitedata":[{"info":{"source":"https://thevirustracker.com/"}}], "countryitems":[{"1":{"ourid":1, "title":"Afghanistan", "code":"AF", "source":"https://thevirustracker.com/afghanistan-coronavirus-information-af", "total_cases":94, "total_recovered":2, "total_unresolved":0, "total_deaths":4, "total_new_cases_today":0, "total_new_deaths_today":0, "total_active_cases":88, "total_serious_cases":0},"stat":"ok"}]}
Country Statistics API
You can use AJAX to call the thevirustracker.com API and will receive all of the current accumulated stats from Coronavirus Tracker for a specified Country.








Country Statistics API Results (snippet)
The application will provide you with a JSON object that you can parse and apply to your application.
{"countrydata":[{"info":{"ourid":167, "title":"USA", "code":"US", "source":"https://thevirustracker.com/usa-coronavirus-information-us"}, "total_cases":2340, "total_recovered":41, "total_unresolved":0, "total_deaths":50, "total_new_cases_today":93, "total_new_deaths_today":1, "total_active_cases":2249, "total_serius_cases":10}], "countrynewsitems":[{"1":{"newsid":2150, "title":"Coronavirus USA Update: Second US Death Confirmed New York Reports First Case", "image":"https://thevirustracker.com/news-images//coronavirus-usa-update-second-us-death-confirmed-new-york-reports-first-case-lvhcYw.jpg", "time":"2 March 2020 14:23", "url":"https://thevirustracker.com/story/coronavirus-usa-update-second-us-death-confirmed-new-york-reports-first-case-lvhcYw"},"stat":"ok"}]}
Full Timeline API









You can use AJAX to call the thevirustracker.com API and will receive all of the data for a specific Country from Coronavirus Tracker.
US, GB. IT, ES, IN, CH the full country code list is here.
$.ajax({
Our site needs your support to continue it's operation and API PayPal
Coronavirus Tracker >Time Capsule ?Widgets ?FAQ @API @Gallery AEnglandMap Countries
We knowthat this is a stressful time for you so wemade this game to help you relax,Play Find The Numbers 1To50
Various
Notion–Theall-in-oneworkspaceforyournotes,tasks,wikis,anddatabases.
Anewtool thatblendsyoureverydayworkapps intoone. It's theall-in-oneworkspaceforyouand
yourteam.ThegoalofCOVIDbase is to linkpeoplewhohaveskills torelevantprojectsandto inspire
newideas.WecreatedCOVIDbaseafterseeinga lotofvariouseffortshappeningindifferentplaces





Wecurrentlyhave5options forour freetouseCoronavirusTrackerAPIglobalstats,all countrystats,
countrystats, full timeline,countrytimelineYoucanuseAJAXtocall theFreethevirustracker.comAPI
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Quarantine Now
Containment getsharder every daywedelay.
By Ben KuhnandYuri Vishnevsky
When coronavirus casesspikedin Lombardy, officials thoughttheymovedquickly—
putting 50,000peoplein 11towns under lockdown. But it wasn't nearly enough: two
weeks later, when they shutdown the entire country, the epidemic was100times
biggerwith little signof stopping.
We needstrongermeasures,much faster.
So far, successfulmitigations in China/Koreahave involved near-complete
shutdown, very early in the epidemic, around the time of 100confirmed cases.Even
so, caseshave continued to explode1-2weeksafter the shutdown, since confirmed
casesusually represent an infection that was contracted 4-10daysago.
Let's seehow this wouldplay out in your region, if you implement either:








growth rate of confirmedcases





























growth rate of confirmedcases





















+0% +10% +20% +30% +40%
Dailygrowthrate
Actnowtoencouragea full shutdown
Call your stategovernor'soffice (or other regional elected executive) and ask them to
shut down all non-essentialbusinesses as soonaspossible.


















































































Sneezingandcoughingintoyourelbowsandnot intoyourhands isonepieceeof theadvisetoavoid
gettingandspreadingtheCoronavirus.Asareactiontothis,RawColordesignedtheElbowSock,a
handkerchief foryourelbows. Itaddsanother layer tospareyourclothes.Aneasyhackthateveryone

















BeckyWasscreatedapostcardstating"Hello! Ifyouareself-isolating, I canhelp,"withspacefor







Thebestadvice I readabout#Coronatodaywasaboutchangingourmindset: insteadof tryingnot
toget infected,weshouldassumeweAREinfectedanddoeverythingsowedon’t transmit it to
somebodyelse.






















OpenSourceDIYFaceTouchAlert tot limit therapidspreadofCoronavirusCOVID-19, theCDC
andhealthprofessionals recommendthatwefrequentlywashhands,andnottouchour faces.The
sensorusesaReedswitch,abuzzerorbeeper,awatchbattery,andabatteryholder. Ifbuildingthe














Therearenowthousandsof localgroupsacross thecountry.Belowisanup-to-date list tohelpyou
findyournearestone. Ifyou’retheadminofa localmutualaidgroup,pleasegetoneofyourgroup




















































invitinghis followers toprintandgetcreativewithcolouringthese in.Reachingthoseathome,
























Real creatives. Making real impact-
and weʼre justgetting started.
View our Success Stories
Who are we?









































for ideas fromthearchitecturalanddesigncommunityaboutthefutureof the living, theworkspace,
thepublicspaceandthetourismindustry.Urbanists,architects,designers, students,artists,






If youcan,pleasestayathome.Weallneedtomakeaneffort tohelpprotect themorevulnerable
people inourcommunitiesandtryandbreakthechainof infection.Thefact is thatyoumightbe
carryingtheviruswithoutshowinganysymptoms,so it’s important tominimisecontactwithothers
evenifyouconsideryourselfhealthy.Thesearedifficult timesforallofus,butespecially for the less






















Putsimply, the idea is tomaintainadistancebetweenyouandotherpeople—inthiscase,at least
six feet.Thatalsomeansminimisingcontactwithpeople.Avoidpublic transportationwhenever
possible, limitnonessential travel,work fromhomeandskipsocialgatherings—anddefinitelydo
notgotocrowdedbarsandsportingarenas.“Everysinglereduction inthenumberofcontactsyou
haveperdaywithrelatives,withfriends,co-workers, inschoolwillhaveasignificant impactonthe












































Illustratingfromhome;We’vebeennoticing lotsofgreat illustrationworkbeingcreated inresponse















Carlos IIIHealth Institute (ISCIII)pageaboutdailydataof theCOVID-19virusorCoronavirus inSpain.









herhouseeverydayfor thepast fewweeks. Justbefore5o’clockeveryafternoon,shetakesouta few
































































times. Igot ridof falsealarmswhile typing,mousingorhandwritingbypointingthetilt switch
slightly towardstheoutside(ulnarside)ofmyarm.




























Oneofthesimplest thingsyoucandotopreventthespreadofdisease isoftenoneof thehardest to
remember:don’t touchyour face.Releasedfirst for theFitBit Ionicwearable fitnessdevices,
JalapeNO!warnsusersanytimetheyraisetheirhandtotouchtheir facewithavibration.Onaverage,














• Conducts outreach to travelers
• Issues travel notices
CDC PROTECTS AND PREPARES COMMUNITIES
Healthcaresystems
• Develops preparedness checklists for health systems
• Provides guidance for PPE supply planning, healthcare
system screening, and infection control
• Leverages existing telehealth tools to redirect persons















• Develops guidance for healthcare
professionals
• Conducts clinical outreach and education
Businesses
• Provides business guidance
including recommendations for
sick leave policies and continuity
of operations
Communitymembers
• Shares information on symptoms
and prevention
• Provides information on home care
• Encourages social distancing
N95
Healthdepartments




• Links public health
agencies and healthcare
systems






rate, truecasesandpotential impact foryoubasedonyourage,sexandexistingpre-conditions.


















Help us better understand COVID-19
There is a large body of research and data around COVID-19.Help the global community better understand the
disease by getting involved on Kaggle.
Get Started View Contributions
Start with more than
a blinkingcursor
Kaggle offers a no-setup,customizable, Jupyter
Notebooks environment.Access free GPUs and a
huge repository of community published data &
code.
REGISTER WITH GOOGLE
> S e a r c hCompete Datasets Notebooks Discuss Courses ? Sign In Register
We use cookies on Kaggle to deliver our services, analyze web traffic, and improveyour experience on the site. By using Kaggle, you agree to our use of cookies. Got it Learn more
TheGovernmentofNewYorkState
TechnologySWATTeamstoSupportNewYorkCOVID-19Response
NewYorkState is launchingtechnologydrivenproductswith leadingglobal techcompaniesto
accelerateandamplifyour responsetoCOVID-19.Weare lookingfor impactful solutionsandskilled
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Hospitals around the world are grappling with COVID-19,andtheUKis noexception.Keyto this challenge is
makingsure our hospitals havethe equipmentto treat peoplewith respiratory problems.
In this context,ventilators are pivotal pieces of medical equipment.But there are not enoughventilators for
the projected numberof peoplewhomaybecomeill.
While engineering firms could consider switching somemanufacturing to help rampproduction of the vital
equipment,state of the art ventilators will still take too long to manufacture.Thatʼswhyweʼrelooking to
emergingmarkets for Rapidly ManufacturedVentilation Systems(RMVS).
WHATWENEED: RAPIDLY MANUFACTUREDVENTILATION SYSTEMS
Weare looking for anexisting, proventechnology that canberapidly adaptedto bebuilt in the UK.Thewinning
technologywill beadaptedfor manufacture andusein the UKbya teamat UCLʼsInstitute of Healthcare
Engineering with Global Disability Innovation Hub(GDIHub).Thesedesignswill thenbesharedwith the world
to support their fight against COVID-19.
WHATYOUGET:OPPORTUNITY TOSUPPORT COVID-19EFFORTS GLOBALLYANDAROUTETOMARKETIN THEUKAND
BEYOND
Weare offering thewinning technologies:
· Global exposureandrecognition for your technology
· Support from a pop-upteamof experts from University CollegeLondonInstitute of Healthcare Engineering
andGDIHubto support technology to bemanufactured in the UK
·Afee per ventilator or spareparts for the ventilator —to bedetermined
· Andmore…
UCLDESIGN & REFINE SPRINT: THURSDAY19MARCH– FRIDAY 20MARCH(closed)
UCLInstitute of Healthcare Engineering andGDIHubhosteda virtual, collaborative working grouponThursday
19March– Friday 20March.Weinvited participants with relevant, professional expertise asengineers,
manufacturers,clinicians or intensive care technicians to join usonline for a Design&RefineSprint. It wasan
opportunity to explorehowworking designsandprototypes of low-costventilators could beadaptedto fit
different clinical environments (suchas the NHSin the UK),meet the specific needsaroundCovid-19andbe
manufactured at scale andat low-cost.
TIMELINE
· Launch: Monday16March (21:00GMT)
·Close: Tuesday24March (09:00 GMT)
· Final Selection: Wednesday25thMarch (09:00GMT)Click here, for more information andto apply.
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION ADDED18THMARCH
Thereis a detailed list of requirements onthe application form itself, with aquickoverview notedbelow.The
RMVSmust…
Be reliable. It mustwork continuously without failure (100%duty cycle) for blocksof 14days—24hoursa
day.If necessary, the machinemaybe replaced after eachblock of 14daysx24hours a dayuse.
Provide at least twosettings for volumeof air/air O2mixdelivered per cycle/breath.Thesesettings to be
450ml+/-10mlper breath and 350ml+/-10mlper breath.
Provide this air/air O2mixat a peakpressure of 350mmH2O.
Havethe capability for patient supplypipework to remain pressurised at all times to 150mmH20.
Haveanadjustable rate of between12and20cycles/breaths per minute.
Deliver at least 400mlof air/air 02mix in nomore than 1.5seconds.Theability to changethe rate at which
air is pushedinto the patient is desirable butnotessential.
Be built from O2safe componentstoavoid the risk of fire anddemonstrateavoidanceof hot spots.
Be capableof breathing for anunconsciouspatient whois unableto breathe for his or herself. Ability to
sensewhena patient is breathing, andsupport that breathing is desirable but not essential.
Be able to supplypure air andair O2mixat a range of concentrations including at least 50%and100%
Oxygen.Oxygenshortages are not expected,but the ability to attach a Commercial Off TheShelf (COTS)
portable O2concentrator machinemaybea useful feature.
Support connectionsfor hospital Oxygensupplies—whetherdriven bypipedor cylinder infrastructure
CristianFracassiandAlessandroRamaioli
Italianengineersandfabricatorsvolunteertorapidly3D-printrespiratorvalves
Facingashortageofmedicalequipment innorthern Italy,a teamofengineersandfabricatorshas
urgently3D-printed100respiratorvalves forhospitalpatientssufferingfromCOVID-19.Thevalves
connectpatients tobreathingmachines,providingavitalmeansofsupport.However,aftera

























necessarilyhostedonGitHub,as longas itcorporates inanopensourceway, thateveryonecan
access, inspectandimprove it.








tooffer remoteworking,collaborationandhealthcarehostingsolutions. In lightof thecalls toaction
fromlocalgovernmentsaroundtheworld,weencourageyouto join#Open_solidarity.This initiative



































>Coronavirus (COVID-19) – We’re here for you.
Our hospitals, emergency departments, urgent cares, physician offices and virtual care services are open to safely deliver care. Learn more.
Thanks to an overwhelming response from our community, many individuals have volunteered to sew surgical masks for us. However, we’re pleased to report
that local manufacturing companies have stepped up to rapidly produce masks and face shields for us on a large scale.
We’re also pleased to announce that the American Hospital Association has joined the cause and will facilitate support from manufacturers and the business
community to help build up our supply of personal protective equipment. The AHA will connect manufacturers with hospitals, clinics and health systems in
need of personal protective equipment.
Can you still help sew masks? There is a need and we would love your help.
Here's how you can help in the communities we serve.
Alaska California Montana Oregon Texas Washington
A number of community-based organizations in Alaska, like homeless shelters and food banks, have reached out expressing a dire need
for cloth masks. These cloth masks are needed for staff and for those they serve.
Here's a list of organizations that may be requiring this support.
View Alaska list
Other ways you can help
Donate blood through the American Red Cross (WA & OR: Bloodworks Northwest is also available)
Assist your neighbors, families and friends – Call a friend to check in on them. If you’re able, consider picking up groceries, toys, games or books and
leaving them at their doorstep. Be sure to use gloves and carefully wiped down any item with cleaning wipes to avoid any accidental transmission.
Donate food and supplies to a local homeless shelter or food bank – Reach out to local agencies directly or visit their web page for more information about
what donations they’re accepting during this time. National organizations in need of support include: Meals on Wheels, Feeding America and No Kid
Hungry.
Additional resources
With medical design and quality health assurance, our valued partners, Kaas Tailored and Nordstrom are manufacturing personal protective equipment for
Providence.
If you are a manufacturer in one of the states Providence serves — Alaska, California, Montana, New Mexico, Oregon, Texas or Washington — and are
interested in getting involved, contact us via email.
If you are a manufacturer in other parts of the country and are interested in producing PPE for your local health system, please contact the American Hospital
Association.
Resources for manufacturers?
Resources for hospitals, clinics and health systems@
Resources for community members who sew@
JoaoB.Duarte
EstimatingTheInfectedPopulationFromDeaths
Thisproject issupportedbyavirtual teamofopensourcecollaborators thatgatherdata,make
visualisations,andperformanalysis regardingtheCOVID-19epidemic.Wesawthatdatascientists
werestrugglingtoshare informationwitheachother, soweusedthisproject toaid inthesharingof
dataandinformation.Thisprojectaimstoofferanaccessiblewayfordataprofessionals toshare






















KingCounty is takingactiontoprepareforan influxofcoronaviruspatients.Thecounty isconverting
asoccer field inShoreline intoafacility forpeoplewho’vecontractedCOVID-19.ThecityofShoreline








Thissite isdevelopedbyavolunteer team, fornon-commercialuseonly.Supportour research.We
acknowledgeAboriginalandTorresStrait IslanderpeopleastheTraditionalCustodiansof the land
andacknowledgeandpayrespect totheirElders,pastandpresent.Wealsoacknowledgetheefforts












COVID-19 Hospital Impact Model for Epidemics (CHIME)
Notice: CHIME is a modifiedSIR model of outbreakprogressionthat is limited to short term
forecasting. It is only applicable duringthe periodprior to a regionʼspeak infections, and it
accounts only for a singlesignificantsocial distancingpolicy. Penn Medicine is actively developing
BayesCHIME tomakeuse ofmoredata andprovideprobabilistic forecasts beyondpeak
infections.
This toolwas developedby Predictive Healthcare at Penn Medicine to assist hospitals andpublic
health officialswith hospital capacity planning.Please read How toUse CHIME to customize
inputs for your region.The Personal Protective Equipment (PPE) ForecastingCalculatorwas
developed collaboratively by the University of Pennsylvania andPenn Medicine.
The estimated number of currently infected individuals is 16888.This is based oncurrent inputs
forHospitalizations (69), Hospitalizationrate (2%), Regional population (3600000),andHospital
marketshare (15%).
An initial doublingtime of5.0 days and a recovery time of10days imply anR0 of2.49 anddaily
growthrate of14.87%.
Mitigation:A45% reduction in social contact after the onset of the outbreak reducesthe










Spread andContact Parameters ℹ
I knowthe date of the first
hospitalizedcase.








SafeGraphdataprovidesuniqueandvaluable insights intothesechanges,particularly foot-traffic to
businessesandconsumerpoints-of-interest.AtSafeGraph,wearecommittedtoopenaccessto






CHIMEisamodifiedSIRmodelofoutbreakprogressionthat is limitedtoshort termforecasting. It is

































































































In lightof theCoronavirusandtheneedforvaryingdegreesofsocial isolation, Ihavecreatedthis
seriesof fantasyphotosthatsuggesthowwemaybeliving inthenear future, inanattemptto
distanceourselvessafely fromoneanother.Althoughsomewhattongueincheek, someversionof














Taiwan,whichhaswonglobalpraise for itseffectiveactionagainst thecoronavirus, is rollingouta









spreadof infectiousdiseases,viral,bacteria,andother typesofharmfulorganicmicroorganisms in
theenvironmentbybreakingdowntheirDNA-structure.Therobot issafe, reliableandeliminates















































































notbethebest ideaat this time,’commentsJosefPrůšaontheblogpost. ‘Whatarethekeyfocus
points? first, it’s thesealing, thenthefilter itself, thefilter tothemask,andhowthemaskattachesto

















continuetodoso.Withhundredsof thousandsofdeaths likelyandcountriesacross theworld in


























respiratorswasevaluated at ATOR Labsusing
ISO 16900andNIOSH testingmethodologies.




















designsusing3 layersofNWPP passedall of the
breathabilitycriteria.
MakerMask isasource for science-basedmaskdesignsfor communitymakers.It is important that we usethe best
informationpossibleto helpprotect ourselves andour communities.







“Thechronic,globalshortageofpersonalprotective equipmentisoneof themosturgent threats to our collective ability to save lives,”
–TedrosAdhanomGhebreyesusthe,Director-General,World Health Organization.












































































Police inFranceareusingthe latestdronetechnology,aswellashelicopters, toensurethat residents

























somethingtoday?What? Onethingyoulearn inmedicine is thatwecontrol shipandsail,butnever
windandwave.Wedon’tcontroleverything,ever.Badthingshappentogoodpeopledoing
























CoronaSafe Network is anopen-sourcepublicutilitydesigned
by amulti-disciplinaryteamof innovatorsand volunteers who
are workingonamodeltosupportGovernment efforts with full
understandingand supportofGovernmentof Kerala.
Available in 7 Languages
English മലയാളം िहन्दी ಕನಢಡ ో ౌ ౕ த@A मराठी
github.com/coronasafe
Tip: If you are here for the first time,please take some timeto read the Corona Wars -Beginners Guide before accessing
the features of the mainnetwork. This enables you to understand the purpose of the network, use the features wisely and
also contribute to the growth of the network.
TheErnakulamModel
Documentation
A stealth war strategy to fight Covid-19
CoronaSafe Tools
Tracking
A trackingsystem created to record and analyse suspects,
contacts, patients, and passengers
Telemedicine
A Telemedicine call management network for doctors to keep
track of calls and patient records
Care
Care is a capacity planningand analysis tool formanaging
capacity, patients and samples in front-linetreatment centers,
corona care center, and hospitals
AmbulanceNetwork
Centralised real-timemonitoringsystem which helps in
deploying ambulances on one touch.
MedicineDeliveryNetwork
A custom solutionmade to coordinate efforts in delivering
medicines online.
FoodDeliveryNetwork
A simple solution to manage community kitchen and















































UPLOAD MAKES PROMOS ONDEMAND NEW CONTEST COMMUNITY BLOG LOGINCREATIONS
ART FASHION JEWELRY HOME ARCHITECTURE GADGET GAME NAUGHTIES VARIOUS TOP STL COLLECTIONS RANDOMTOOL
COVID19MASK FRAME
3DVIEW LIKE
MAKES CREATED BY THE COMMUNITY
DID YOU 3D PRINT THIS MODEL?
ADDYOURMAKE
DOWNLOAD FREE
13.4k views 48 likes 1.3k downloads
3D MODEL DESCRIPTION
Use 100% cotton, or some better fabrics (nano fabrics). This cant protect you
as FFP3 respirators, but if you are infected, you will not share it, thank you.











We are team of architects, designers and
graphic artists who explore and develop
possibilities of 3D printing technology as a
way of developing a product which is con‐
stantly evolving and being perfected based




COLLECTION ASSOCIATED WITH THIS 3D MODEL





any info regarding the fabric shape or size recommended for this? Template?
2MONTHS AGO
My wife and I were just discussing something like this; then I looked on Cults, and here is this, almost exactly what we were discussing!
What I like a lot about this is that it uses very little plastic, prints quickly and easily, and leverages common household materials.

































In thesedifficult times,wewanttodoallwecantohelpourtypeanddesigncommunity findthe






























































Talk on the phone
with someone else
stuck at home.
Works on the iOS and Android app Dialup
Your number is for signup purposes only and will never be
shared. You can choose your call settings later.
+1 United States of America(201) 555-0123
Next step
Connecting isolated people
We simulate the magic of having a
surprise conversation with someone—
something that is becoming
increasingly rare during the times of a
viral epidemic.
Serendipitous conversations
Get calls at random times and get
paired with another person in a one-
on-one. Talk about anything: what
you're cooking for dinner, your
dreams, or the global economy.
It's totally free, worldwide
QuarantineChat calls happen over the
internet through the app Dialup
instead of the phone system, so theyʼre




Once you sign up and choose your language preferences,
you'll be subscribed to periodic calls. Your caller ID will
always say "QuarantineChat" when your phone rings.
After a brief moment on hold, you'll match with another
random person. You don't have to pick up if you're busy—
your partner will be automatically matched with someone
else. And you can join and leave the line whenever you'd
like.
It's private. You use your phone number to sign up for
Dialup, but your matches will only ever see your username.




SAfully-online,people-focusedhackathonbringingpeopletogether tousetheir skills tohelp


























Engineersanddesigners fromPoland-basedUrbicumhavebandedtogether to launchtheVentilAid
project,aneffort todesignanopen-sourceventilatorwhichcanbereproducedusinga3Dprinter
andanassemblyofbasic,easilyaccessibleparts.Theopen-sourceventilator isbeingdesignedto


















































































CivicTechHub indexesandlists initiatives frommorethan
29countries to create visibility ofsocialprojectsand
activities likeCovid-19crisis-inspiredhackathon




we built it andour amazingteam?
Visit usonDevpost
Finduson
> G i t hub
? Ins tagram
@YouTube
A S l a c k
B Tw i t t e r
>Devpost
Version 0.2.0 LicensedunderaCreative CommonsLicence 3.0.
CREAEVO3D
MASKCOVID-19
I'malsomakingmyprototypemasktocombatthisplague.THeideal for thisprint isatypeofanti-
bacterial filamentthatmakescopper3d.The idea is that theyhaveagoodadherencetothebedand
alowspeedsothat thequality ismorethanexcellent. I recommendwashingthemaskeverytime
youcanwarmwater is recommendedtomould it totheface.Tomouldoradjust itmoretotheface it























Units forRespiratoryAilments–orCURA,which is the latinwordforcure–the intensivecareunit






































Theprojectwascarriedoutbyoneofseveral teamswhorecognizedthechallenges facedby Italian
physiciansandareworkingtofindasolutiontotheanticipatedglobal lackofventilators. In theUS
alone, theCOVID-19pandemicmaycauseventilatorshortagesontheorderof300,000-700,000


































































ThisLivingRepository ispartofacall foractiontobuildaresponsible infrastructure fordata-driven
pandemicresponse.







Alotofusare indisbelief,but It'sbeenreassuringseeingour industryvisualisetheir feelingsaround
thecrisis rightnow, likethis from@oioi.gg☺
#covid_19 #nhs #fruitsartclub #thedesigntip #ballpitmag #ossomagazine #socfeature
#pawnographic #citysodaclub #tdkpeepshow#itsnicethat #aigaeyeondesign # #hypebeastart













uMap lets you create maps with
OpenStreetMap layers in a minute and
embed them in your site.
✔Choose the layers of yourmap
✔Add POIs: markers, lines, polygons...
✔Manage POIs coloursand icons
✔Manage map options:display a minimap,locate user on load…
✔Batch import geostructured data (geojson, gpx,kml,osm...)
✔Choose the license for your data
✔Embed and share yourmap
And it's open source!
P2Emoteursboîtes
お う ち で 「 ⽯ ノ 森 章 太 郎 ふ る さ と 散 策 マ ッ
プ 」
b y n s u d o
MapaDiplomadoNeurociencia del Aprendizaje
uMap Log in / Sign in About Feedback Create a map




Inanurgenteffort tomobilizetheglobaldesigncommunitytoaddress theCOVID-19pandemic, the





















purifyingrespirator (PAPR)designsandworkingjointly todevelopanewdesign leveragingparts










situation inHospitalsandintensivecareunits is rapidlygettingworse.Giventhegrowingdemandfor
medicalequipment fromhealthcare institutionsacross thecountry, the3DCovid19.techdigitaland
non-profitplatformhasbeenabletocollectorders from11hospitalcentres inBarcelona,Madrid,

























exporting infected individuals fromsitesaffectedbyadiseaseoutbreaktootherareas intheworld















visors forsanitarywarearebeingmanufactured,oneof thequickestandeasiest thingstodo,and
whichdonotrequiresuchstrictapprovalas respirators.Manycommunityhospitalscontactedthis





























































































































































































canemergefromthecrisis strongerthanever.Nowis theprimetimetodesign, testandlaunch













In responsetotheCOVID-19pandemic, theteamatMaskarchitectshasvolunteeredtheir timeand
effort todesignanadjustablepieceofapparatusthatdoublesthecapacityofpulmonaryventilators.




















































>> SIGN UP HERE <<
Our mission is to combine technology, medicine, entrepreneurship, and education to
DEFEAT CORONAVIRUSI .
Our highest priority is responding immediately to the rapidly deteriorating global situation.
Many organizations on the frontlines of this medical war desperately need all the help they
can get as soon as possible. At 3 · 2 · 1 · HackCOVID· · · I , the first anti-coronavirus hackathon
and an international virtual event, we encouraged you to focus on creating MVPs that are
GOOD ENOUGH, RIGHT NOW, I .
Now, we are asking you to keep up the fight every weekend to defeat coronavirus, with








Theworldwillnever returntothewaythat itwas; together,wecanbringaboutchangeandinventa
brightnewfuture.Canyouhelp?Thegreatmindsofdancers,athletes,actors, industryexperts,



































printingfaceshields formedical staff treatingcoronaviruspatients.
NagamiDesignusuallymakesobjectssuchas3D-printedchairsbyZahaHadidArchitects,buthas






























































Apolice forcehasdefendedusingadronecameratoshamepeople intonotdriving intoanational


































































































TheProtoShield isanopen-source, low-cost,quicklyproducedfaceshield. It isdesignedtobe
functionallyequivalent tothePrusafaceshield. It’s just100xfaster tomake.Thevisor iscompatible
with3DprintedPrusaparts.Materials for theProtoShieldcost less than$1,anditcanbeproduced








transforma3Mmask intoaspecial typeofPPE.Themodel [availableheretodownload]quickly
caughttheattentionofparamedics inPolandandothernations,whoexpressedadesiretotestand














































Innovationminister Lord Bethell said he hoped the dogs could provide "speedy results" as


































































































Dr.TimmyChengtreatspatientswithCOVID-19sohe's takingstepstoprotecthis family fromthe
virusthathaskilledtensof thousandsworldwide .Thepulmonaryandcriticalcarespecialisthas






























































CovidNow: Live Estimates fortheUK
Like light froma distant star that takes years to reach our eyes, data fromthe NHS is a snapshot of infections that happened 10+days ago. Toknowwhat's happening right now, this site











Map of Cases Per 1000(Estimated)
Play Date: 2020-04-13




Londonersare catching a disease called COVID-19.As theywere gettingonwiththeir lives, they
were sadly infectedwiththe SARS-CoV-2 virus. later they began tonotice their first
symptoms.After of being ill, of themwere able toget tested.They got the results
later.Thismeans that the18000 cases that theNHS has confirmedinLondonas of
yesterday morningwere first infected around15days ago.Unfortunately,duringthat timethe
virushas been spreading exponentially,at an estimated rateof each day.People arehighly
contagious for after symptomsappear...and before.With these assumptionswe
can estimate that thereare374207 infected people inLondonrightnow.81006 people don't
have symptomsyet. 99489 people arecontagious.
TechnicalDetails
The estimates are generated using a simplemodel of exponentialgrowth. The goal of the model is intelligibility,
allowingusers to explore the data for themselves. The key assumptions of the model are:
The NHS data captures infections that occurred manydays ago. This delay between infectionand data
being reported to the public is a constant.
The numberof cases reported by the NHS consistently underestimates the actual numberof cases by a
scale factor. This is phrased in the model as the % of people who are sick who get a test.
The virus is growingexponentiallyat a consistent growth rate. Each regiongrows at this rate. Local
estimates are not used due to noisymeasurements.
The rough algorithmfor finding the number of infections today is as follows:
1. Find scaledConfirmedCases: Scale the latest numberof confirmedcases by an estimate of what % of
people have been tested. For example,if the NHS reports 1965cases, and 50% are tested,
scaledConfirmedCases =3930 cases.
2. Find delayDays: Estimate the delay between infection and data reporting. For example, if incubationperiod
is 5 days, people get tested after 2 days, and it takes 1day to get results, then delayDays =8.
3. Find growthRate: Calculate an average daily growth rate for London. This can be estimated by lookingat
the growth in official count of cases, or alternatively, by the growth in the official death rate.
4. infectionsToday=scaledConfirmedCases * growthRate ^delayDays. For example, infectionsToday=3930
* (1.27)̂ 8 =26596.
How Nearby Estimates Work: The numberof nearby cases is calculated in two steps. First, the numberof
infections in each borough is estimated using the exponentialgrowthmodel described above. Second, the
numberof cases nearby is calculated using a simpleMonte Carlomethod. The postcode is converted into a
latitude and longitude point. A circle is drawn of radius 400m (for the 5 minutewalk) and 1200m(for the 15
minutewalk). For each boroughthese circles touch, a set of randompoints equal to the numberof estimated
cases is generated. The numberof cases inside the circles are counted. This is done 1000times. The average
represents the numberof cases nearby if each case is spatially isolated. Evidence fromother cities shows
cases of COVID-19occur in family/householdclusters. This pure average is divided by 3 to generate a range,
which reflects the situation if the numberof cases per household varies from1to 3.
This model is editable. Drag the blue numbers to update the estimates!
5 days


























Like light fromadistantstar that takesyears toreachoureyes,data fromtheNHSisasnapshotof
infectionsthathappened10+daysago.Toknowwhat'shappeningrightnow,thissiteusesan
interactivemodel toestimatewhathappenedduringthat time.Theestimatesaregeneratedusinga





































































containCovid-19contagionsandpreventtheir rapidspread. It isaBluetoothwristbandthatmakes












294 295Would you like to join us as a volunteer developer, designer, copywriter, or any other relevant role?Please send us an e-mail, so we'll know where to find you when new slots open up!Get in touch
R A D I C A L
E N G I N E E R S
C A L L F O R P R O J E C T S
We are here to provide technical assistance to the various mutual aid networks and other initiatives that
are emerging as this pandemic unfolds, as well as pre-existing radical projects. Apply before April 30,
2020 to be part of our 3rd cohort.
Find out more
A B O U T U S
Faced with the threat of mass extinction, a global pandemic and rising inequality, we cannot afford to merely fight
symptoms, but have to instead radically rethink the economic and social systems that produce them.
We connect radical organisations working on bringing about post-capitalist economies, communities of care, or waste
eradication with our growing community of software developers and designers. Our aim is to provide those who best
understand the problems with the technological resources they need to successfully implement the solutions.
Along-side our immediate support, we organise meetups, co-working events and speed-dating sessions for engineers
and projects to meet.
Sign up for our newsletter
B E C O M E A R A D I C A L E N G I N E E R



















































This issueexploresourstrangenewnormal—inChina,whereCOVID-19still castsa longshadow; in
Europe,wherehealthsystemsarestrugglingtoweatherextraordinarychallenges;andintheU.S.,
whereamismanagedpolitical response lulledmanyintoasenseofsecuritynowshatteredbyschool






















Estos son los proyectos que actualmente tenemos activos. Los hay que ya tienen alguna solución otros no. Si
quieres participar no dudes en entrar en nuestro Slack >. A medida que vamos recibiendo proyectos, los iremos





¡En casa, sí, pero con los brazos cruzados, no!
Design2FightCOVID19 ha puesto a prueba nuestra capacidad durante 6 semanas, para aportar 11 pequeñas
acciones contra la COVID19. Un ejercicio continuado de inteligencia colectiva, sin dejar de trabajar ni un solo día
en los proyectos.
20h semanales
Importe y duración en función del candidato/a
El Objetivo de la beca es dar soporte a la Continuidad de la
experiencia como plataforma de soporte a la innovación en salud.


























































TheiconicmagazineTheNewYorkerdedicatesthe illustrationonits latestcover,byChrisWare, to
thosewhohavebeendescribedastheheroesof thecoronaviruspandemic,medicalpersonnel,with
adesignthatshowsthat thissectorof theSociety, soexposedtothedisease,alsohasafamilyand
children.Thedrawing, titled"Bedtime", showsahospitalcorridor fullofdoctorsandnurses inaction,
















































ThisphotographerhasbeencapturingBrooklynresidents in isolation.“Ihopethat inthis timeof
chaosanduncertainty, thisprojectwillhelppeople feelmoreconnectedtotheoutsideworld.”
StephenLovekinphotographsresidents intheNewYorkCityboroughthroughtheirwindows,













Imagineasimplemathematicalmodel topredictcoronavirusoutcomes. Inother (more
mathematical)words:



















































United NationsWorld Food Programme -Emergency Division
Inspect details for specific Region: None











Recovered 19%GIS Unit -Emergency Division
United NationsWorld Food Programme
Source: Italian Civil Protection
Names and boundaries in thismap does not
imply the expressionof any opinion
whatsoeveron the part of WFP concerning




















































New Cases -Time Series Categories TimeSeries




















































































































































***Sign upto join ourvolunteer techsupportteam***
[Updated 19/03/20with moredetails of volunteer requirements]
[Updated 31/03/20with location details and timing]
TheCoronavirus outbreakhasmeantwe aregoinginto aperiod of
disruption andturmoil unlike anything thatmostofushaveever seen
before.
Being forcedto isolateisdifcult foreveryone,but itʼsparticularly hardfor
older peoplewho don t̓necessarily feel comfortable usingtech tostay
connectedandmaybeliving alone (thereʼs 3.8mpeopleover the ageof65
who live alone).
Last year we launchedApril —which isa techsupportservice designedfor
older people—which shouldbethe perfectway tomakesurethat older
peoplemakethe bestuseof technology in situations like this. But April is a
tiny start-upandwe have realised that we can t̓possiblyhelp enoughpeople
ourselves.
For thenextfewmonths—whilst thingsare at their peak—weʻrenot
goingtochargefor the service and insteadwe l̓l makeit free for anyone in
theUK who needsit.
So we l̓l beaphonesupportteamavailable toprovidehelponeveryday tech
issues.Think: settingupWhatsApp video, gettinganemail accountor help
shoppingonline at Tescos.
But we canʼtdoit onourown—weneedhelp fromYOU.
Our aim is togetthis upand running at thebeginningofApril sowe needto
movequickly.
Weʼre goingto launch in the UK between4–8pmweekdaystobeginwith.
Onceweʼreupand runningwe l̓l extendthe hoursof coverage(and maybe
eventhe countriesweʼrein).
There are a few thingsyoucandotohelp:
1. Volunteer todoa regular shift providing tech supporthelp byphone.
Becomeamember Sign in Get started
Various
Wehave67hackathonsconfirmedandgrowing











Forthenext fewmonths—whilst thingsareat theirpeak—we‘renotgoingtochargefor the



















DecathlonEasybreathsnorkelmask, transformingit intoaselfcontainedbreathingapparatus for





















Graphicdesigner@juretovrljanmodifies the logosofworld-famousbrandsandadapts themtothe
COVID-19situation.Forexample, the littlemermaidof theStarbucks logoappearswithamask, the






















CzechautomobilemanufactureŠKODArevealedthat it isusing its in-houseMulti JetFusion3D
printingequipmenttohelp intheproductionof respirators for front-linemedical staff.Developedby
























MITresearchershavebegunmass-producingdisposable faceshields formedicalworkers fighting
COVID-19,whichcomeflat-packedandcanbefoldedintoshape. Inabidtomeetthe increasing
demandforpersonalprotectiveequipment (PPE)amidthecoronaviruspandemic,ateamof




























Google isusingdataharvesteddirectly fromusers'devicestorevealhowdifferentcountries, regions
andcitiesarerespondingtothecoronavirus lockdown. Aconstantstreamofdata fromthetechfirm
isbeingpublishedonlineandcomparedtothenormal 'baseline' level frombeforecoronavirus
swepttheglobe. Itcoversdata from131differentcountriesandbreaks itdowntoshowdrops








































































United Nations Global Call Out To




>Details ?Submissions @Updates 5 AComments 2,165 Share 2 1 "
Did we say thank you? Well, we want to say it again. Thank You.
You definitely answered the United Nations global call out to creators to help stop the spread of Covid-19. You are doing your part and we appreciate you all staying
focused on what’s ahead and how we can get there.
Normally, we announce and highlight Selected Creators from our briefs. Needless to say, this was not a normal brief and we’re okay with that—we’re all experiencing
new ‘normals’ in our worlds.
As a result of all of your creative responses and generosity, there is now a library of artwork that will educate, uplift, and inspire individuals and communities all
across the world through this global crisis. We invite you to visit and explore the UN COVID-19 Creative Content Hub to share your favorite pieces of work with your
peers, friends, and family.
We will be adding new features daily so be sure to revisit the site often to see updates, curated collections and exciting announcements from our partners.
If you see work you love please like it and share it! Don’t forget to tag @UnitedNations, @talenthouse, and use the hashtag #UNCovid19Brief. And of course, always
remember to properly credit the original artist!
One more time, just in case we weren’t clear - thanks for doing your part to stop the spread of Covid-19.
Stay Safe. Stay Home.
You have the power to change the world. The UN needs your help to stop
the spread of coronavirus (COVID-19).
We are living in unprecedented times. The World Health Organization (WHO)
is leading and coordinating the global health response to coronavirus,
helping to ensure all countries are ready to prevent, detect and respond to
the pandemic. To be effective we need people everywhere to adopt public
health precautions, act in solidarity, and prevent the spread of
misinformation.
The United Nations (UN) needs your help in translating critical public
health messages, into work that will engage and inform people across
different cultures, languages, communities and platforms. The
shortlisted work will reach everyone, everywhere.
We need your submissions from day 1. The UN will continually review the
submissions, and shortlist the most suitable work to become visible on a
microsite, and accessible to everyone - supporting media, brands,
influencers etc - around the world, who can download and use the work
across their platforms in support of this cause.
It is not too late. No one can do everything, but everyone can do something.
Together, we can save lives, protect resources and care for each other.
THINGS TO CONSIDER
Use any creative medium to produce work that captures one of the
coronavirus key messages below, in a clear, impactful and shareable
way
Capture one of the UN key messages in your work:
Personal Hygiene
Physical Distancing
UPDATE FROM THE UN (April 7, 2020): Face mask Guidance (from
WHO) stats masks alone cannot prevent against Coronavirus or COVID-
19. It is essential to practice proper use and maintain other behaviors
such as frequent hand washing and physical distancing. Current
guidelines from WHO recommends the use of face masks only in specific
cases detailed below (more info here). Please keep this in mind when
submitting work to this brief.






































“Sometimesweforget thatwearesocoveredthat it is impossible forpatients toknowwhoiswho,
Whohasaskedsomethingandthatcangenerateconfusionandanxiety.So ifan ideasoundsstupid























bydetectinganearlymarker inthehumanbodyreleasedafter the immunesystemisprovokedby

























strapdetaches fromtheshieldso itcanbedisinfected inableachsolution,while thevinylcover is
designedto laydownflatso itcanbewipedclean. "Wecansustainourbusinessandprovidea










































awarenessofcoronavirus.Milan isnotmyhometown: Imovedhereonly fourmonthsago,after
almost15yearsof travel—years inwhich Ididn'thaveabaseandtheonlyplace Icouldcallhome
wasCastiglionFiorentino(Tuscany), thetownwhere Igrewup.Milan is thecitywheremostofmy









































Total ventilators on-handinhospitals. Total ventilators in use at hospitals.
Share of total ventilators in use.
Supplies
Numberof Virginia hospitals experiencingdifficulty in
obtaining or replenishingPPE in the next72hours.
Numberof Virginia hospitals experiencingdifficulty in obtaining or
replenishing other medical supplies in the next72hours.
Bed Availability Beds AddedUnderExecutive Order 52
Hospitalizations
Combinednumberof confirmed positive COVID-19patients who are currently
hospitalized, and hospitalized patients whose COVID-19test results are pending.
The total numberof confirmedCOVID-19patientswho have beenhospitalized and discharged.
Total numberof peoplecurrently receiving inpatient
hospital care whose COVID-19test results are pending.
Total numberof currently hospitalizedpatients
confirmed positive for COVID-19.
Combinednumber of confirmed positive COVID-19
patients, and those whose COVID-19testresults are
pending,currently hospitalized in the ICU.
Combinednumberof hospital patients, both confirmed for




Print one for yourself, the people in your family and your local area to #FlattenTheCurve








































































































































































































Applehasunveiled itsdesignfora faceshieldtoprotecthealthworkers fightingcoronavirus,which it


















































Thehospitalat theNECwasbuilt in less thanfortnight.ButsincebeingofficiallyopenedbyPrince

























Insteadofdesigningafacemask, Idesignedacombinationof respiratorandfaceshield for




















ANDY GREENBERG SECURITY 04.10.2020 03:37 PM
How Apple andGoogle Are Enabling Covid-19Contact-Tracing
























outbreakof thecoronavirus (COVID-19),AdamMiklosihascreatedasimple faceshieldalternative




































































Follow the epidemic in real time
812
8 3 W e b A p p
CoronavirusStatistics
Real time coronavirus tracker with live news
694
4 3 W e b A p p
Coronavirus Trends
What industries and trends are growing amid coronavirus
574
1 7 N e w s
Coronavirus Tracker 2.0
Track coronavirus curve flattening and doublingdays
432
1 9 W e b A p p
CoronavirusUpdates Live




Track the coronavirus outbreak and travel safe
361
41Health andFitness
The Coronavirus shopping list generator




200 free icons for coronavirus awareness
283
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CoronaVirus Outbreak Tracker




Browse or create your own Covid-19 stock photos for free
182
9Des ign Too ls
Coronavirus checklist
A checklist to help startups cope with the coronavirus
120
4Health andFitness
Coronavirus Trends by Google
What the world is searching for amid Coronavirus
71
1Ma r k e t i n g
Coronavirus Plans by Founder Wellbeing














tacklethedeadlycoronavirus.Exoventhasbeenmodelledonthe 'iron lung'usedtobattle thepolio


























guidance).Thecontroversial 'ClinicalFrailtyScale' (CFS) rankspatients'vulnerability fromonetonine





















What you should know about COVID-19
to protect yourself and others
Know about COVID-19
• Coronavirus (COVID-19) is an illness caused
by a virus that can spread from person
to person.
• The virus that causes COVID-19 is a new
coronavirus that has spread throughout
the world.
• COVID-19 symptoms can range frommild
(or no symptoms) to severe illness.
Know how COVID-19 is spread
• You can become infected by coming into
close contact (about 6 feet or two
arm lengths) with a person who has
COVID-19. COVID-19 is primarily spread
from person to person.
• You can become infected from respiratory
droplets when an infected person coughs,
sneezes, or talks.
• Youmay also be able to get it by touching a
surface or object that has the virus on it, and
then by touching your mouth, nose, or eyes.
Protect yourself and others fromCOVID-19
• There is currently no vaccine to protect
against COVID-19. The best way to protect
yourself is to avoid being exposed to the
virus that causes COVID-19.
• Stay home asmuch as possible and avoid
close contact with others.
• Wear a cloth face covering that covers your
nose andmouth in public settings.
• Clean and disinfect frequently
touched surfaces.
• Wash your hands often with soap and water
for at least 20 seconds, or use an alcohol-
based hand sanitizer that contains at least
60% alcohol.
Practice social distancing
• Buy groceries andmedicine,
go to the doctor, and
complete banking activities
online when possible.
• If youmust go in person,
stay at least 6 feet away from
others and disinfect items you
must touch.
• Get deliveries and takeout,
and limit in-person contact as
much as possible.
Prevent the spread of
COVID-19 if you are sick
• Stay home if you are sick,
except to get medical care.
• Avoid public transportation,
ride-sharing, or taxis.
• Separate yourself from other
people and pets in your home.
• There is no specific treatment
for COVID-19, but you can
seek
medical care to help relieve
your symptoms.
• If you needmedical attention,
call ahead.
Know your risk for
severe illness
• Everyone is at risk of
getting COVID-19.
• Older adults and people of
any age who have serious
underlyingmedical conditions






























Tokujin Yoshiokahassharedthetemplate foraneasy-to-makefaceshield inaidofhealthcare
workers fightingonthefront lineof theCOVID-19pandemic.Thequickandsimpledesigncanbe
easilyputtogetheras itonlytakesthreestepstoassemble.Afterdownloadingthetemplate,onehas


















































achancetorespondwithaction,workingtogether to improvethe livesofeveryoneaffectedbythe






























































DezeenannouncesVirtualDesignFestival, theworld's firstonlinedesignfestival, takingplacefrom
Wednesday15Aprilonwards.
















times,weappreciatebeingclosetooneanotherevenmore," saidWanders. "Welongtobeback in

























Ushahidi's focusedonensuringequalaccess toresources ( tech, information,andskills) tohelp
peoplesolveproblemsintheircommunities.We'vebuiltanopensourcetool for thebenefitofa
largeglobalcommunity improvingtheworld for themselvesandothers,holdinggovernments
accountable,andraisingtheirvoicestobemorepowerful together.Ushahidihasbeenusedfor12





















































































yetuntested,FOLDintendstoprovidea last resort facemaskthat ischeap,easytomake,anduses
readilyavailablematerials. FOLDaimstorelievetheburdenonhigh-endmasks, leavingthemfor












Search Thingiverse Explore Education Create Sign Up
Fabric Face Mask Nose Support






































TheFangcangshelterhospitals inChinawere large-scale, temporaryhospitals, rapidlybuiltby















showsthepageprotector (PP)versionfor illustrativepurposesbut files todownloadonthispageare



























































livesandhealthtodeliver foodtothemostvulnerable inthis timeofcrisis. Iwantedtopaytributeto
themsoIalsomadethisheartusingthecoloursof therainbow,asymbolofsolidarityandhope, to
support theEveningStandardandTheIndependent’scampaigntoraisemoneyfor thesevital























doctorscantreatpatients insafety. Ithasapositiveairpressurewhichmeanstheairconstantly flows



















































From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia
Main Talk Task forces Alerts News Tips Sources Sources list Missing topics Messages Assessment Portal
This is a WikiProject, an area for focused collaboration among Wikipedians. New participants are welcome;
please feel free to join!
Guide to WikiProjects · Directory of WikiProjects · Portal:Coronavirus disease 2019
WikiProject COVID-19 is a WikiProject dedicated to Wikipedia's coverage of the SARS-CoV-2 virus, the COVID-19 disease, and the COVID-
19 pandemic. Please join us!
The project is an offshoot of WikiProject Disaster management, WikiProject Medicine (including the Pulmonology and Society and medicine



















3.5 Most edited articles
4 Task forces
5 Project pages




8 Internal coverage of Wikipedia's efforts
8.1 Newsletter
8.2 The Signpost
8.3 Wikimedia New York City symposium
9 External links
9.1 Academic research
9.2 Media coverage of Wikipedia's efforts
9.3 Wikimedia sister projects
Content [ edit ]
Further information: Wikipedia:WikiProject COVID-19/Popular pages
As of 9 June 2020, there are 1,126 articles within the scope of WikiProject COVID-19. Including non-article pages, such as talk pages, redirects, categories, project pages, etcetera,
there are 4,972 pages in the project.
Select [▶] to view all reader oriented content about COVID-19
▶ COVID-19 (2 C, 39 P)
Category [ edit ]




Templates [ edit ]
Select [▶] to view all templates
▶ COVID-19 pandemic templates (4 C, 22 P)
{{COVID-19 pandemic}} contains English Wikipedia's main portfolio of articles related to COVID-19 as seen below. For the sidebar used on many articles see {{2019–20
coronavirus pandemic sidebar}}
COVID-19 pandemic









Assessment [ edit ]
Main page: Wikipedia:WikiProject COVID-19/Assessment
Content assessments are used within the project itself as a quality and importance scale that aid in identifying vital content, while recognizing excellent contributions and pages in need of
further work and cleanup.






































Thecollectivecreativityplatform"EstoPasará", is fuelledbyprojectsandinitiativesthat, through
























Coronavirus hastriggeredapublichealthcrisis. But theeffecton
theeconomyis critically important, too.
Tortoise are trackingthe economicshockthat thepandemicis
having in real timeusingasampleof current consumerspending
data frombankaccountholdersacrossEngland andWales. This
sampledatawould, in anormal year,coveraflow of spendingof
about£50bn– about4percentofall UK householdspending.By
watching theseflows,wecanseenot just thebroadscaleof the
corona shock,but its geographicunevenness.
The unevenspread
Percentagechangein salescomparedto the same
weeklast year













Townsrankedbythepercentagechangein all salescomparedto the
sameweeklast year.Use thedrop-downsto compareprevious
weeks.
Latest data: Week ending27Apr
Region Size All
1 Penrith NorthWest Small 63% 14% 78%








physicallywiththeir lovedonestocommunicatewiththemvirtually, trust inthecareofdoctorsand
nursesandnot let feelingsofguilt takeover.Theguidealsosaidrelativesshouldspeakfromthe







Tortoisearetrackingtheeconomicshockthat thepandemic ishaving inreal timeusingasampleof
currentconsumerspendingdata frombankaccountholdersacrossEnglandandWales.Thissample
datawould, inanormalyear,covera flowofspendingofabout£50bn–about4percentofallUK









































Isthiswhat flyingeconomyclasswill look likeafter thecoronaviruscrisis?Designsemergeofcabins










needto limit thespreadof thevirus, the‘bubbleshield’concept isessentiallyaphysicalbarrier
















touchingcontaminatedsurfaces inorder toprevent furtherspreadof thevirus.Zallio,auser
experienceresearcherwithabackgroundinarchitectureanddesign,noticedhowdifficult it is to
opendoors,pressbuttonsandinteractwithobjects inthepublicspacesincethespreadofCOVID-
19.The ideabehind‘handy’is tothereforeofferanopensourceresponsetocombatingthevirus,






DevelopedbyJakarta-baseddesigners, local interiorbureau, the‘flatpackfaceshield‘offers
lightweightyetdurableprotectionformedical staffonthefrontlineofCOVID-19.Madeusingone
singlecomponentofplastic, theshield isnotonlyquicktoproducebuteasier todistribute in its
flatpackform.FundedbyBandungInstituteofTechnology, theteamhasalreadydonatedalmost500
























“Mywork isonagiantdigitalbillboard intheheartofTimesSquare inNYCtellingeveryone:OUR
FUTUREIS INOURHANDS(literally)Artistsandcreators fromaroundtheworldwereaskedtocreate











































In thespanofacoupleofdays, ithasbeentrulygratifyingseeingVogueArabia's readers joiningus in
our#StayHomecampaigntocreatetheirownrenditionsofourcovers inorder topropelour
messageofsafepracticesduringtheCovid-19pandemic.Wehopethatyoucontinuetostayhome









































































“I’mnotsoafraid formyownhealth,andtherisk tomyownlife... insteadI'mreallyworriedof the






















Hackathons Projects For organizations Log in Sign up
RAISE -Resource Allocation Intelligent Support Engine
Optimal allocation of scarce medical resources to areas in most need, based on mathematical optimization
♥ Like 13 “ Comment 2
STORY UPDATES
Note: project is still WIP and not a finished solution.
Problemdescription
Scarce medical resources (i.e. ventilators, PPE, doctors, nurses) are currently being allocated to various regions within a
country in a potentially sub-optimal manner, given the lack of time to make such decisions methodically. Moreover, in
many countries, such as Italy, there is even a lack of a centralized overview of the demand and availability of medical
resources per region. There are several potential consequences, of which we list three:
1. Regions with excess of resources relative to the demand may have them standing idle, while they could be used in
regions where the pandemic is worse. This means lives could be lost due to lack of ventilators in the south of a country,
even though they are available in the north, but that fact was not known beforehand.
2. Dangerous shortages may occur if the current trend of widespread, inappropriate use and distribution of PPE
continues. In the event transport restrictions persist and production capacity is affected, the proper rationing and
allocation of these resources becomes increasingly important.
3. The current methods of resource allocation may lead to long waiting times and other logistical issues. For instance,
Italy attempted moving doctors from the south of the country to the north, where the pandemic was worse, but then
had great trouble finding accommodation for them and handling related logistics.
The above is a combinatorial optimization problem: how can we allocate our scarce medical resources across all regions
in a way that improves health outcomes?
Solution
RAISE (Resource Allocation Intelligent Support Engine) consists of an optimization engine wrapped in a web app. The








contributed on integrating the
model and helped with the back-
end.
Samuel Engel
Implemented the Java backend,
data model, REST API, and basic
CRUD forms.
Calin Cosma
Helping to define the problem
and impact of this product.
Roya Shokoohi
UX/UI design, logo/branding and









































by Digital_Sqrt April 25, 2020
Search Thingiverse Explore Education Create Sign Up
MaeseguerFamily
Far-rightpatrioticmaskcosts4.25euros
TheMeseguer family,acoupleaffiliatedwithfar-rightpartyVoxresiding inBullas (Murcia)cameup








“AnotherEarsaver. I knoweverybody ismakingone.However,Youcanget11onanBuildplatethat is













Home // Coronavirus (COVID-19) // COVID-19Coronavirus Tracker – Updated as of June 9
COVID-19CoronavirusTracker – Updated as
of June 9
Published: Jun 09, 2020








Select a Countryto the left to highlight it onthe chart below
About ThisTracker
This tracker provides the number of con>rmedcases and deaths from novel coronavirus by country, the
trend in con>rmedcase and death counts by country, and a globalmap showingwhich countries have
con>rmedcases and deaths. The data are drawn from the Johns Hopkins University (JHU) Coronavirus
Resource CenterʼsCOVID-19Map and the World Health Organizationʼs(WHO) Coronavirus Disease (COVID-
2019)situation reports.
This tracker will be updated regularly, as new data are released.
Related Content:
KFFʼsSpecial Topic Page on Coronavirus (COVID-19)
Coronavirus Policy Watch
State Data and Policy Actions to Address Coronavirus
News Summaries on the Coronavirus from the Daily Global Health Policy Report
Coronavirus (COVID-19)Outbreak Glossary
About COVID-19Coronavirus
In late 2019,a new coronavirus emerged in central China to cause disease in humans. Cases of this disease,
known as COVID-19,havesince been reported across around the globe. On January 30,2020,the World
Health Organization(WHO) declared the virus represents a public health emergency of international
concern, and on January 31,2020,the U.S. Department of Health and Human Services declared it to be a
health emergency for the United States.
TOPICS Coronavirus (COVID-19),Global Health Policy TAGS Epidemiology
CORONAVIRUS STATISTICS U.S. Con?rmed Deaths (6/09):~111,751 New U.S. Cases Last Week (5/28to 6/04):149,000 COVID-19Long-TermCare Deaths (6/04):~44,000























































Thesuccessof theseprojectssuggest that thoseofus inthecommunications industrycanplaya















































Under#EUvsVirus, thehackathonoffersacommonorganizationalandtechnical framework inwhich
theparticipantscanget involvedonlineanddevelopworkingprototypesandsolutions for
technically,politically,andsocially relevant issueswithregardtotheCoronacrisis. Itaimsat
commonlydeveloping innovativesolutionse.g.hightech, lowtech,hardware, software,using


































betterunderstandhowtoprotect themselvesbyproperly takingonandoff theirpersonalprotective
equipment (PPE)while inaclinical setting.Properprocedures fordonning(puttingon)anddoffing






















customers fromcoronavirus.ManuelGil fromtherenovationbusinessRetroreformas inthecityof
Leganes inMadrid,cameupwiththe ideaofsettingupperspexscreenstoprotectcustomers inbars
andrestaurants.The ideahasbeenlaunchedwiththeslogan“LlenatuBar”whichtranslatesto“Fill



























protective facemasks.Wearingof facecoverings iscompulsory inmanyareasofMexicoduetothe
virusoutbreak.ElHjiodeSoberanocreatesmasksusingfamousdesignsassociatedwith legendary














"Tobeat thecoronavirus, stayhome!"saystheposter inwhichtwohealthprofessionalsappear
togetherwithasecondmotto: "Resisting iswinning". Inaddition, thephrase"Longlivepublichealth"






If you'd liketohelptranslatethiscomic,clickheretoseewhattranslationshavealreadybeendone! If











































inthreespecificareas. If this isyourcompany,apply.








You are only unproductive by the standards of theworld we livedin twomonth ago.And that






















coronavirus,which includes features forphoneintegrationandbeverageandvapeconsumption.

























Thevisualisation createdbyPurdueUniversity, Indiana, showshow.coronaviruspathogenstravel far
further thanexpected. It showshowsalivadroplets fromonecough.causeaninitialplumeofgerms,
whichthenspreadthroughouttheplane intheair.Uptotenpeople.aroundthecougherare







































































































whole faceandis fully transparent. "Designhastogive itscontributionandthedesigner's responsibility















Thesensitive littlecreatureshadbecomeusedtoseeinghundredsof facespeering intotheir tanks.
Nowtheaquariumisdesertedthey'vestartedtodive intothesandwhenever theirkeeperswalk
past.Thismakes ithardtocheckthey'rehealthy.Theaquariumsaystheeelsare"forgettingabout
humans"andismakingwhat itcallsan"emergencyplea". "Couldyoushowyour facetoourgarden






















































symptomsemerge.Aboutthesizeofapostagestamp, thesoft, flexibledevicesitsat thebaseof the
throatandusessensors tomeasurefactorsassociatedwiththevirus, suchasheart rateandcough.




































Severedisease.Thereviewdiscovered COPDpatientsweresix timesmore likeytodevelopsevere







































PCRtestsonsamplesof thesewagethat reachedthemaintreatmentplants intheregion.Theydid









shield isdesignedforallpeoplewhowanttoreturnto livetheconvivialityofa lunch,dinnerordrink
inapublicplace,near friendsandfamily," saidAnnalisaGrasselliofMARGstudio.“Themainpurpose
















WhiletheCOVID-19pandemic isstillexpandinginsomepartsof theworld, inothersapost-corona
society isgradually takingshapewithsocieties rethinkingeverythingfromworkingandtravelingto
socializingandworkingout.Asweenter thisunchartedterritory, thedesignerssaythemasksarea

























































theircarsorotherprecarious facilities,at theendoftheir shifts, toavoidgoinghomeortakingpublic





































































































shops andpublicspacestoreopensafely followingtheheightof thecoronaviruspandemic.Spacers


















detectexplosives. The innovativesensorsusemicroprocessorsmadeofbiologicalcells to identify










in thecentralChatelet-LesHallesstationofParis thisweek, reportsBloomberg.Frenchstartup










































Britonshavemockedthechangeonsocialmedia, saying it isconfusingandcreatingtheirown








ACollaborativeworldingandthe invocationof futures-to-come..ControlWars (CW) isanopen-
sourcegameandexperimental researchframeworkto invoke,disectandintervene insomeofthe























































































































First started"asa fairlyscrappyroughchart" trackingcoronaviruscasesanddeaths, theprojecthas
expandedtoprovideupdatesonresponsesbydifferentcountries, theeffectofmeasurestomitigate

























‘SafeSmile»‘, anewmodelof faceprotectionscreenfor therestaurantsector.Designedbythe







Superdrugtodaybecamethefirsthighstreet retailer tostartsellingacoronavirusantibodytest to
thepublicandhassoldout inamatterofhours.
Thetests,whichare intendedtotell someoneif theyhavehadthevirus inthepast,cost£69and















Whentheteamat forewardnoticedthenumberofpeopleusingtheir feet topress thebuttonat
pedestriancrossings, theydecidedtodevelopahandsfreesolution.Aftersomeresearchtheyfound
that thesurfacesof thesebuttonsarebreedinggroundsforbacteria,andwiththecurrenthealth






















































Electronic tagsarebeing issuedtovisitorsatarenownedartgallery in Italyafter it reopeneditsdoors
tothepublic thisweekendamidthecoronaviruspandemic.TheAccademiaCarraraMuseumin
Bergamo,whichopeneditsdoorsonMay22aftermorethantenweeks in lockdown,hasasked











Inadecisionthepapersaidwas intendedtoconveythevastnessandvarietyof thetragedy, thefront















literallycoatingotherpassengerswithCOVID-19- justbytalking. Researchers foundthatsomeone
chattingtoafriendonthetubecan 'coatothers'withthedeadlycoronavirus -evenif theydon't
sneezeorcough. Thenewmodel lookingatwaysdroplets frombreathspreadinenclosedspaces




















































Thesefascinatingphotographsgiveaninsight intohairappointmentsof thefuture- featuringgloves
andmasks forall staff,protectivescreensat thereceptiondeskandfloormarkingstoensuresocial
distancing.OneofBritain's firsthairdressers readyfor reopeningis theGatsby&Miller inAmersham,









developedbyateamofresearchers fromDenmark in just fourweeks.TheUniversityofSouthern































































Main categories and number of intetventions
541RADIALCHARTComparative Analysis












































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Interventions by category and country
553SUNBURSTDIAGRAMHierarchy (Weighted) analysis

































































































































































































































































































Top six countries by Interventions

563Time-Series Analysis: Development
Frequency of interventions per day and phase
JAN
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Participation: Citizens + Independent practitioners + Private companies
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Subcategories development in time
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SURVIVAL AIDED CULTURAL COMMERCIAL
Time-Series Analysis: Development
Masks




2020-02-22 Cloth Mask 2020-03-10 3D Printed Mask 2020-03-17 3D Printed Mask 2020-04-24 Hooligans mask 2020-05-02 Brand + Donation 2020-05-07 Branded Mask2020-04-27 Cultural Mask2020-02-14 Cloth Mask
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2020-03-04 Hackmd 2020-03-16 Pandemic Architec 2020-03-17 Sanitizer Bonpas 2020-03-26 Guaana 2020-04-03 Readiness GOV 2020-04-13 Death system2020-03-26 Global2020-03-04 ESRI
575
EDUCATIONAL INSTRUCTIONAL EMOTIONAL POLITICAL
Time-Series Analysis: Development
Graphics




2020-02-24 Poster 2020-02-27 Diagram 2020-03-10 Poster 2020-03-14 Poster 2020-04-03 Projection 2020-04-13 St. Fauci2020-03-15 Illustration2020-02-05 Poster
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HOSPITALS MORGUES ROOMS WORK
Time-Series Analysis: Development
Adaptations
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2020-03-23 Portugal 2020-03-25 NY 2020-04-14 NY 2020-04-20 Wellness room 2020-05-26 Supermarket 2020-05-28 Hairdresser2020-04-26 Homeless rooms2020-03-22 Spain
579Time-Series Analysis: Development
Dashboards
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APPS DRONES WEARABLES CAMERAS
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587Time-Series Analysis: Product Development
Face Shields
TIMELINE













589Time-Series Analysis: Product Development
DIYMasks
TIMELINE















In response to the Covid-19 Virus the problems that design faced were highly
complex, interdependent, and could not be addressed by conventional
means, structures and research. As such the response illustrates
comprehensively that when pressed we can find new ways of designing.
What we witness in this book is what we might think of as a new model for
designing. This new model does not describe a new condition to come after
what we currently call design (who knows what that might be…). Unlike the
structure of this book a new model for design is not a chronological idea.
What we witness here is the revival of the practice of design – from
handmaiden of Capital to Care – which is expressed in a new critical attitude
for looking at the design world, probing its practice, its theoretical position
and its product. At this stage looking at designing with care through the lens
of critical theory we can only draw temporary conclusions. Time will
continuously revise this history. But from what we have seen we can also
foresee some critical issues that will need careful thinking, which we
summarise below.
Designing with care concerns not only how we care for the world outside,
but also how we care for ourselves or, rather, how we react to the way in
which the world appears to care for us.
Designing with care is a new gesture for design. It might not be immediately
clear to the designer what care actually is, and how the gesture is supposed
to be performed. In order to start designing with care, we need a theory that
explains what designing with care is. Such a theory could give us the
possibility to universalise both design and care.
Designing with care, while we live in these strange and transitional times, is
not necessarily transformational. Whereas transformation implies dramatic
change, transition suggests a defined future state arrived at through some
form of managed change. Whether change can be managed or not it will
help if we define the future state rather than leave it to Capital or politics. In
that sense a central promise of care is the possibility for transition to a better
future. In transition to this possible future it must be asked whether we can
continue to design with care and if so, what will we design?
Designing with care in the service enterprises economy is regulated to guarantee
the delivery of care is consistent and viable. But care is like conversation theory,
which maintains that conversation is constituted by the listener not the speaker. In
the case of care – care is determined by the receiver not the provider. In this
scenario, we must transition design from engagement to trust. The idea that trust
is earned or built is a marketing project. Here we must shift orthodoxies of trust and
reposition the relational gesture of care as granted by the receiver.
As this book makes very clear, designing with care turns out to be extremely useful,
which could lead us to think the more care we use the better things will get. But
care has become an element for both profit and pleasure and how we care for the
world is constantly being conditioned in the same way marketing has conditioned
consumers to consume. Clearly, designing with care will call for vigilance.
Not only will designing with care call for vigilance, it will also have to take good care
of itself. Despite all the energy and effort thrown at sustaining life on the one planet
we share, now all we can do is constantly recalibrate downward earth’s carrying
capacity. Care needs to be taken with the calibrations and the calibrations tell us
how much more care we need to take.
Even with the massive and compelling design response to the Covid-19 crisis caring
for design is not very visible. By caring for design is the responsible job of
stewardship and only with care is the design for the future possible…after which,
we will have to steward design to take care of it.
Designing with care has pitfalls. We are inevitably careless and we need to be
careful about our carelessness. No matter how careful we might be, all design
thought and action has consequences which raises a number of dilemmas and
paradoxes that underpin the positionality of what-might-not-become.
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